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Abstract
This report presents the findings of two studies which looked at strategies for
mapping performance gestures to synthesis parameters in interfaces for musical
expression. Research has suggested that interfaces with complex (many-to-many)
mapping configurations are more accurate than those with simple (one-to-one)
mapping configurations (Hunt, Wanderley and Paradis, 2003). It could be argued
that the tasks used in this research lacked musical context. This brings into question
the validity of the findings.
The research presented in this report aimed to address these limitations. An
ethnographic study (n=3) aimed to develop an understanding of how the complexity
of a musical performance affects parameter manipulation. Data was gathered by a
process of contextual inquiry (Beyer and Holtzblatt, 1998) and analysed using a
grounded approach (Corbin and Strauss, 2008). The findings of study one were used
to inform the design of an empirical study (n=14) in which participants used two
instruments, developed for the research, to deliver four short performances.
Objective measures of performance accuracy were sampled every 2ms. Data was
analysed by means of three 2 x 2 repeated measures ANOVAs. A number of
significant main effects were found at the P<0.05 level. Results are discussed in
terms of implications for design, broader application of the approach, and
opportunities for further research.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
This report presents the findings of two studies which looked at strategies for
mapping performance gestures to synthesis parameters in interfaces for musical
expression. It applies methods from the field of Human Computer Interaction (HCI) to
address limitations of earlier research. The report is presented in five chapters: this
chapter introduces the problem and outlines some of the limitations of existing
research; the second chapter presents a detailed review of the current literature;
chapter three presents the approach and findings of an ethnographic study of
musical performances; chapter four presents the approach and findings of an
empirical study into the effect of parameter mapping on accuracy during a
performance; finally, chapter five presents a discussion of the findings and
conclusions drawn from the research. The remainder of this chapter will introduce
the problem.
An important aspect of the design of interfaces for musical expression is the
mapping layer (Hunt, Wanderley and Paradis, 2003). The mapping layer describes
the relationship between performer actions and sound parameters during a
performance. In acoustic instruments, the relationship is determined by the physics
of the instrument. Schumacher and Woodhouse (1995) describe the way that
performer actions control the sound parameters of a violin. The player sets one of
the violin’s strings into vibration by drawing the bow across it, the form of the
vibration is controlled by the bowing gesture and the pitch is controlled by the
player’s left hand stopping the string. Askenfelt (1988) points out that the parameters
of pitch and volume are controlled more or less independently by the player’s left and
right hands. This physical relationship between a performer’s gestures and the
sound produced is common to most acoustic instruments.
In electronic devices designed for musical expression, there is no pre-determined
physical relationship between performer actions and the sound produced; the
mapping layer must be designed. In defining the mapping layer, the designer must
select an appropriate configuration. Hunt and Wanderley (2002) describe three
mapping strategies: one-to-one, where a single performance parameter controls a
single synthesis parameter; one-to-many, where a single performance parameter
influences multiple synthesis parameters; and many-to-one, where two or more
performance parameters influence a single synthesis parameter. These strategies
can be combined to produce complex, many-to-many mappings.
Classifying mapping strategies in this way provides researchers with a paradigm for
studying the role of the mapping layer in the production and performance of music.
Researchers have investigated the role of the mapping layer in a variety of contexts
including: the gestural and adaptive control of digital audio effects (Verfaille,
Wanderley and Depalle, 2006); the translation of gestures to sound in the field of
algorithmic composition (Doornbusch, 2002); the translation of gestures to sound via
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abstract ‘perceptual spaces’ (Arfib et al, 2002); and the direct gestural control of
synthesis parameters (e.g., Hunt, 2000; Hunt and Wanderley, 2002; and Hunt,
Wanderley and Paradis, 2003). The current study extends the research in the last of
these fields.
In a key publication on the subject, Hunt, Wanderley and Paradis (2003) present the
findings of a programme of research into the effect of interface configuration on the
accuracy of a human player’s performance when controlling a set of synthesis
parameters. Participants were asked to perform ‘listen and copy’ tasks using
interfaces with either simple (one-to-one) or complex (many-to-many) mappings.
Task performance was evaluated by a human marker. They found that scores were
higher when the complex instrument was used. They also found that for the complex
instrument, scores were higher when completing difficult tasks than simple tasks. In
addition, they reported that qualitative feedback from participants indicated that the
complex interface was more engaging. The authors used the findings of the research
to argue for a number of design guidelines. For example they suggest that key
parameters such as pitch, timbre and volume should be ‘hidden’ behind
combinations of inputs. The research is frequently cited as evidence that complex
mapping strategies are more effective and engaging than simple strategies (E.g.,
Kvifte, 2008; Arfib, Couturier and Kessous, 2005; Lyons, Haehnel and Tetsutani,
2003; Kapur et al, 2004).
There are several methodological limitations to this study. For example, it could be
argued that the ‘listen and copy’ tasks used in the research were not typical of
musically expressive performances: participants were asked to mimic target sounds
with arbitrary multi-parametric variation. It could also be argued that the scoring
system used was not objective. A detailed critical analysis of the research is
presented in chapter two.
The research presented in this report aimed to address these limitations. The
research addressed the question ‘What is the effect of mapping complexity and task
difficulty on the quality and accuracy of a musical performance?’ Two studies were
conducted. The first study explored the nature of musical performance from an
ethnographic perspective. Its aim was to understand what it is that musicians do
during a performance, why they do those things and what constraints and resources
shape the delivery of a performance. The findings of the first study were used to
guide the design and procedure used for the second study.
The second study was an empirical piece of research which tested two physically
identical interfaces with different mapping configurations. The study was based on
the research reported by Hunt, Wanderley and Paradis (2003). Its aim was to revisit
the research with a more rigorous approach while better reflecting the rich
experience of a musical performance. The findings of the first study were used to
design tasks which more closely reflected the complexities of a musical performance
7

situation. Participants were all trained musicians. Performance variables were
isolated and analysed using commonly accepted statistical tests.
The findings of the research are discussed in terms of their implications for the
design of the mapping layer in interfaces for musical expression. Specifically, that
control of pitch should be largely transparent and autonomous rather than ‘hidden’
behind combinations of inputs. The findings of study one are also explored in terms
of their implications for task design in the evaluation of interfaces for musical
expression. The findings of study two are also explored in terms of the broader
application of the methodological approach developed for this research. The findings
of both studies are explored in terms of interesting opportunities for further research.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter presents a discussion of literature related to the research problem. It
begins with an overview of parameter mapping literature. It then presents a more
detailed critical analysis of research reported by Hunt, Wanderley and Paradis
(2003), and an example of how this research has been used to guide subsequent
work in the field. It then moves to a discussion of other tasks which have been used
in research into interfaces for musical expression before discussing the role of
ethnography in defining tasks for empirical research. Finally, it presents a discussion
of approaches that have been proposed or used for measuring performance in
musical and non-musical tasks involving the real-time human control of complex
systems.
Understanding the mapping layer
Performer actions and sound parameters are intrinsically linked by the physics of
acoustic instruments. This can be illustrated by taking a closer look at the violin.
Askenfelt (1988), points out that in a violin, the parameters of pitch and volume are
controlled more or less independently by the player’s left and right hands. The
bowing gesture of the right hand controls volume while the stopping gesture of the
left hand controls pitch. The situation is more complicated for a violin’s timbre.
Timbre refers to the harmonic content of the sound produced and how it changes
over time; the note envelope.
The timbre of a violin is affected by both the bowing gesture and the stopping
gesture. The bowing gesture has four properties: bow velocity; bow-bridge distance;
downward force; and bow width (Serafin and Young, 2003). Schoonderwaldt et al
(2003) investigated how bowing gesture properties affect the timbre of the sound.
They found that reducing the bow width (by tilting the bow toward the fingerboard),
increasing the downward pressure and decreasing the bow velocity all increased the
brilliance of the sound. That is to say, they increased the amplitude of partials higher
in the frequency spectrum. Partials are the frequencies generated above the
fundamental frequency of a note. Partials which are integer multiples of the
fundamental are known as harmonics.
Mellody and Wakefield (2000) investigated the effect of vibrato on violin timbre.
Vibrato describes a gesture whereby the player applies modulation to the sound
using the stopping gesture of the left hand. They found that as well as modulating
the fundamental frequency, the application of vibrato modulated the amplitude of the
partials. Interestingly, Mellody and Wakefield found that removing the amplitude
modulation of the partials from a synthesised violin sound degraded the perceived
quality significantly more than removing the fundamental frequency modulation.
These examples illustrate how the relationship between a performer’s actions and
the sound generated is an intrinsic property of the physics of an acoustic instrument.
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In electronic devices for musical expression, the relationship between the
performer’s gestures and the sound must be defined by the designer (Hunt,
Wanderley and Paradis, 2003). This process is known as mapping, and the resultant
configuration is known as the mapping layer. The dissociation between performer
actions and sound parameters in electronic devices for musical expression can be
illustrated by examples from the literature.
Myatt (2002) looked at the role of the mapping layer in the gestural and adaptive
control of digital audio effects. Myatt augmented a traditional saxophone with
additional sensors and controls so that it could be used to affect sound parameters
including timbre and spatial positioning. Specially written compositions were notated
with instructions about the sound. These could be interpreted by a performer and
produced by the augmented instrument. As each piece progressed, the configuration
of the mapping layer changed to accommodate the different aural treatments notated
in score: the same performer action had a different effect on the sound depending on
when it was performed. This allowed a single performer to control many parameters
over the course of a piece using a relatively simple interface. They found that with
practise, performers could manage this comfortably. This study provides a good
example of the dissociation between performer actions and sound parameters in
electronic interfaces. The mapping layer does not need to remain static; it can
change even within a single piece of music.
Defining the mapping layer
Researchers have sought to categorise and define different aspects of the mapping
layer. Hunt, Wandreley and Kirk (2000) for example draw a distinction between
explicit and generative mappings. They define explicit mappings as those where a
clear mathematically defined relationship exists between performer actions and
synthesis parameters. They define generative mappings as those which use
mechanisms such as ‘neural networks’ to affect internal adaption of the system
through learning. The current study focuses on explicit mapping strategies.
Arfib et al (2002) suggest that in defining the mapping layer a distinction should also
be drawn between physical gestures and musical gestures. They suggest that
physical gestures are the performer’s physical movements as measured by some
form of transducer (e.g., a slider or rotary control). They suggest that musical
gestures are the intended musical results of physical gestures. For example, they
argue that transitions (such as portamento - where a musician slides gradually from
one note to another) and modulations (such as vibrato) are musical gestures. They
use this distinction to dissociate physical gestures from musical gestures and create
an additional abstract mapping layer. A simple common example would be an
interface which allowed a performer to apply vibrato without performing a rapid
repetitive physical gesture. The current study focuses on interfaces with a single
mapping layer between physical gestures and synthesis parameters.
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In defining explicit mappings between physical gestures and synthesis parameters,
Arfib et al (2002) draw a useful distinction between static and dynamic gesture
parameters. Static gesture parameters are time independent: the position of a slider;
the distance from a point, etc. Dynamic gesture parameters are time dependent:
speed, acceleration, etc. This distinction is important for the specification of the
interfaces used in the second study presented in this report.
The configuration of the mapping layer is a crucial element in the design of interfaces
for musical expression. Hunt and Wanderley (2002) describe three strategies for
configuring the mapping layer: one-to-one, where a single performance parameter
controls a single synthesis parameter; one-to-many, where a single performance
parameter influences multiple synthesis parameters; and many-to-one, where two or
more performance parameters influence a single synthesis parameter. These
strategies can be combined to produce complex many-to-many mappings.
A critical analysis of key research
Hunt, Wanderley and Paradis (2003) argue that keeping an interface fixed and
changing only the mapping configuration changes the entire character of an
instrument. Furthermore, they suggest that the strategy applied has a significant
effect on the ability of a performer to complete musical tasks, and on the level of
engagement a performer feels when using the instrument. They present the findings
of a series of experiments designed to explore these effects. The authors used the
findings of the research to argue for a number of design guidelines. For example
they suggest that key parameters such as pitch, timbre and volume should be
‘hidden’ behind combinations of inputs. A critical analysis of the research is
presented in his section.
Hunt and his colleagues developed a collection of interfaces to study the role of the
mapping layer in the control of synthesis parameters. These used transducers
including mouse devices and mixing desk faders to capture performance gestures.
The transducer outputs were used to control synthesis parameters including pitch,
volume, timbre and stereo position. During a series of experiments, participants were
asked to perform ‘listen and copy’ tasks using interfaces with either simple (one-toone) or complex (many-to-many) mappings. The target sounds produced by the
computer featured arbitrary variation across the parameters. They found that
performers were more accurate when using instruments with complex mappings.
They also found that as task difficulty increased (as defined by rate of change in the
target and number of target parameters changing simultaneously), performance
accuracy also increased when using instruments with a complex configuration.
This type of task has been used in subsequent work by other researchers. Paine,
Stevenson and Pearce (2007) for example, tested the ‘playability’ of an instrument
called the Thummer. Participants were presented with a target sound of two seconds
in duration which featured continuous changes in three synthesis parameters. The
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target was presented four times during a practice phase and then a further four times
in a listen-copy experimental phase. It could be argued that the ‘listen and copy’
tasks used in this type of research are not typical of musically expressive
performances.
Palmer (1997) presents an account of classical musical performance from a
cognitive perspective. She describes the cognitive and motor constraints which affect
a performance. She argues that composers encode musical ideas into notation;
performers interpret and recode the notation into an acoustic signal for listeners to
recode into a musical idea. She also describes a process of planning, whereby a
performers’ understanding of musical conventions are applied to the notated score.
She argues that a performer then retrieves musical units from memory according to
interpretation and transforms them into appropriate movements. The listen-copy
tasks used in the research described above do not reflect this complexity.
An additional limitation of the research was the scoring system used. The
researchers listened to the audio of each trial and subjectively scored them
according to three measures: timing accuracy; parameter accuracy; and trajectory
accuracy. The three scores were averaged and normalised to produce a percentage
score. A sample of the scores was marked by a moderator. The authors
acknowledge that future research should aim to isolate and measure performance
variables in such a way that commonly accepted statistical tests could be used to
analyse the data.
The findings of Hunt and his colleagues’ research have been cited in the literature as
justification for using complex mapping strategies in the design of interfaces for
musical expression. For example, Kapur et al (2004) augmented the sound of a
traditional sitar and cited the research as evidence that complex mappings can be
more expressive and powerful. If the methodological limitations of the research
undermine the results, this would have implications for designers working on new
interfaces for musical expression.
Addressing the limitations of this key research
The research presented in the current study aimed to address the limitations of the
research presented by Hunt, Wanderley and Paradis (2003). Firstly, that the tasks
used were not representative of musician’s activities; and secondly that the system
used to score task performance was not objective.
Musical tasks
This section explores tasks that have been proposed or used to study interfaces for
musical expression. Much of the literature in the field presents informal feedback
from small numbers of participants. In these studies, participants are not usually
required to complete formally defined tasks. Two approaches are common. The first
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is to allow participants to explore a device in an unstructured way and for the
researchers to record comments. The second is for participants to spend some time
with a device before delivering a live performance to an audience, again comments
are recorded.
Lyons, Haehnel and Tetsutani (2003) used both of these approaches to test a vision
based mouth interface called the Mouthesizer. The interface took the height and
width of the mouth opening as inputs. These parameters were mapped to a number
of sound parameters in different performance contexts. For example in one context,
the interface was mapped to a filter in order to control a wah-wah-like guitar effect,
while in another it was mapped to a number of effects for controlling techno loops.
They reported that after an hour of playing with the interface, a jazz guitarist
commented that it was “easily learned and more natural to play than a pedal
controller”.
The researchers followed up this informal evaluation with an account of the interface
being used in a live performance setting. A performer used the interface to control a
bank of effects during a 30 minute improvised electronic music performance. During
the performance, the image of the mouth was projected onto a wall as part of the
performance experience. The researchers reported that “audience members’
attention seemed to be captured by the novelty of the Mouthesizer interface and
concept”.
The tasks used in this kind of research could be described as natural and realistic,
and may be helpful in the continuing development of the specific devices tested.
However, the output of the research is anecdotal and could not reliably be
generalised to other interfaces or contexts. In attempting to define tasks with broader
application, other researchers have looked to develop tasks which can be used in
empirical research.
Wanderley and Orio (2002) present some suggestions about tasks suitable for
researching music controllers from a HCI perspective. They suggest that tasks could
be related to the control of pitch: for example playing a number of isolated tones at
different frequencies and volumes. They also propose tasks related to specific
musical gestures such as vibrato or portamento, or even musical phrases including
scales, arpeggios or melodies. They remark that these tasks could be extended to
include changes in timbre. They also note that as timing plays a key role in musical
performances, tasks could include different rhythms and involve synchronicity with
external stimuli. Practical examples of these suggestions are not discussed.
Wanderley et al (2000) investigated the vibrato gesture using a device based on a
stylus tablet interface. Individual notes were marked as regions on the surface of the
tablet and participants could activate a note by pressing the stylus on the appropriate
region. Participants applied frequency modulation to particular notes (again marked
on the tablet surface) using a variety of performance gestures including tilting the
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stylus, and applying pressure to a separate sensor. They were interested in
exploring differences in the quality of the modulation produced by the different
gestures.
They considered a number of tasks to investigate this paradigm. One was to select
the correct of note of a melody using the interface and then apply modulation to that
note. They felt however, that the cognitive load involved in learning to play the
melody would interfere with their evaluation. They trialled a simpler task which
involved progressing through a pre-determined sequence of notes by moving the
stylus in a clockwise direction through a series of regions marked on the tablet’s
surface. The results of this test proved inconclusive. They settled on a task which
involved moving from one arbitrary note to a second arbitrary note before applying
modulation to the second note. This study highlights the problems in identifying
suitable tasks for this kind of research. A musical performance involves the
simultaneous control of multiple variables. Simplifying the task to isolate particular
variables compromises its musical context.
The research presented in the current report aimed to isolate the variables of interest
at the measurement stage instead of the task stage so that realistic musical tasks
could be used. This raises the question ‘What is a realistic musical task?’ In defining
tasks for evaluating the Thummer instrument, Paine, Stevenson and Pearce (2007)
conducted a series of semi-structured interviews with musicians to determine which
control parameters were important from a musician’s perspective. They found that
the control parameters important to musicians were dynamics, pitch, vibrato,
articulation, and attack and release. They used these findings to develop the target
sound for listen-copy trials. It is puzzling that the synthesis parameters used were
defined through qualitative research but the context in which those parameters were
manipulated was not. The listen-copy tasks still lacked musical context.
The use of qualitative research to define reference tasks for the evaluation of
interfaces is common in the field of HCI. Whittaker, Terveen and Nardi (2000) argue
that reference tasks should be important to everyday practice. Tasks can be
important for different reasons: they must be real – i.e. not divorced from actual user
practice; they should also be frequent – i.e. central to the user’s activities; if not
frequent they may be critical – i.e. require near-perfect execution. Whittaker and his
colleagues also argue that tasks which meet these criteria cannot be determined
through the researcher’s intuition, but only through a detailed analysis of user
activities. The current study will define tasks through a detailed qualitative analysis of
musically expressive activities.
Objective measurement
Wanderley and Orio (2002) explored a number of HCI paradigms that could be used
to explore parameter mapping objectively. They explored the potential role of Fitts’
Law type experiments. Fitts’ Law is a model of psychomotor behaviour used
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frequently in the evaluation of pointing devices in HCI (MacKenzie, 1992). It
describes the relationship between target size, distance-to-target, movement time,
and error rate in pointing activities. Wanderley and Orio concluded that while pointing
activities do occur during musical activities, they are not likely to be interesting
candidates for research from a musical perspective.
Paine, Stevenson and Pearce (2007) used objective measurement techniques in
their evaluation of the Thummer instrument. They measured accuracy by calculating
mean-square error; time difference, accuracy and precision. It is not clear from their
account how these measures were derived. They are described in terms of
closeness-of-fit so it is possible that they evaluated the curves in the parameters of
the target against those of the sound produced by the participant. However these
measures were derived, they were not formally analysed. The researchers present
an informal review of the data.
Brumby, Howes and Salvucci (2007) studied the effect of completing a secondary
task while driving a vehicle. They analysed steering behaviour by formally
abstracting its effect on the lateral deviation of the vehicle. This approach was
adapted for the current study. Interestingly, Wanderley and Orio (2002) drew a
comparison between interfaces for musical expression and those for controlling
vehicles. They concluded that this put both beyond the reach of traditional HCI
methods. The research presented in chapter four of this report objectively measured
accuracy by recording deviation from target across multiple sound parameters. This
would be analogous to a driver following a curve in the road in the driving study
described above.
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CHAPTER 3. STUDY ONE
The aim of study one was to develop an understanding of how the real-world
complexity of a musical performance affects the way performers manipulate sound
parameters. The findings of study one would be used to inform the design of study
two. In defining their tasks, Paine, Stevenson and Pearce (2007) conducted and
analysed a series of semi-structured interviews. Questions presented to participants
included: “What aspects of the sound of your instrument are controllable?” and “How
are they inter-related?” It could be argued that the listen-copy tasks defined through
this approach did not sufficiently reflect the complexity of musical performance as
described by Palmer (1997).
Whittaker, Terveen and Nardi (2001) assert that reference tasks should be defined
through a detailed analysis of user activities. This approach was adopted for the
current study. Contextual Inquiry, as described by Beyer and Holtzblatt (1998), is a
method for studying user activities. It is based on a simple premise: visit the place
where an activity is performed, observe a participant while they perform the activity,
and talk to them about it. Contextual inquiry was the approach adopted for the
current study.
A contextual inquiry, aims to identify structures which cut through different situations.
As such, it is important to study a number of different situations (Beyer and
Holtzblatt, 1998). Wanderley and Orio (2002) describe a number of different contexts
for electronic music: note-level control involves the real-time gestural control of
sound parameters such as pitch, loudness and timbre; score-level control involves
the control of pre-defined sequences; sound processing control involves the realtime control of sound effects and spatialisation. The current study aimed to study
musical activities across these contexts.

3.1 Approach
An approach was developed which incorporated elements of contextual inquiry,
grounded theory and cognitive work analysis. Data was gathered using a process of
contextual inquiry as described by Beyer and Holtzblatt (1998). Data was analysed
using a grounded approach as described by Corbin and Strauss (2008). As the
analysis progressed, elements of the data were explored using contextual activity
templates inspired by Naikar, Moylan and Pearce (2004). The approach taken is
described in the sections which follow.
Contextual Inquiry
Data was gathered using a process of Contextual Inquiry as described by Beyer and
Holtzblatt (1998). People have a tendency to summarise and present abstractions
when asked to explain their activities out of context. This is a limitation of Paine et
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al’s research. Contextual inquiry addresses this problem by requiring researchers to
visit the place where an activity is performed, observe a participant while they
perform the activity, and talk to them about it.
Beyer and Holtzblatt (1998) explain that in a contextual inquiry, the researcher
gathers concrete data about participants’ experiences by getting as close as possible
to the context. The researcher brings the participant into a collaborative partnership
of inquiry into their activities: the participant is the only person who fully understands
what they are doing, the interviewer brings the skills of finding structure and patterns
in the way activities are performed. The researcher interprets observations and
assigns meanings to them and these interpretations are validated with the
participant. The researcher is focused on a particular aspect of the activity being
observed (in this case the manipulation of sound parameters using interface
controls) and this allows the researcher to steer the interview without being too
prescriptive.
In terms of contextual inquiry, musical performances are a special case. They are
uninterruptable (it is not possible to ask a musician about what they are doing during
a performance) and the activities involved are extremely focused tasks (that is to say
that the playing activities themselves constitute the minutiae of a performer’s
actions). These special cases require an adaptation of the method: it is appropriate
to record the activity and to review the recordings with participants during a
subsequent interview (Beyer and Holtzblatt, 1998). This procedure was adopted for
the current study.
A contextual inquiry looks at a range of practices with a view to identifying common
structures which cut through them. Three musical contexts were studied which
covered a range of contexts as described by Wanderley and Orio (2002). The
contexts were in part determined by access to participants and included: a keyboard
performance in four piece 60s and 70s ‘Rare Groove’ band; a DJ performance in a
popular bar/club in Manchester; and a solo classical piano recital in Central London.
Participants were recruited through the researcher’s social network. All participants
were briefed about the nature of the research and asked to sign a consent form.
Copies of the information sheet and consent form can be found in appendix A.
Rare Groove keyboard performance
The Rare Groove keyboard performance took place in a small South London pub
with a reputation for high quality live music and a discerning local crowd. The four
piece band was comprised of a drummer, a bass player, a saxophone player and the
participant, who played organ and piano on a Nord Electro keyboard. The
performance was split into two sets of instrumental material by artists including
Jimmy Smith, Brother Jack McDuff, Donald Byrd, and Booker-T and the MGs. The
majority of the pieces were led by either the Saxophone or the Organ. The
participant was an experienced multi-instrumentalist who played instruments
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including the keyboard, guitar, bass, harmonica, tin whistle and drums. He had been
playing the keyboard for around 25 years and performed 8 to 10 times each month
with a variety of artists.
DJ performance
The DJ performance took place in a popular bar in Manchester which prides itself on
delivering a cutting edge musical experience for its customers. As well as bar and
cocktail areas, the venue features a specially designed club area with a DJ booth,
sound system and dance floor. The participant was a resident DJ at the bar who
played in the club area two to three times each week. He had around 13 years of
experience and held a degree in Audio Recording Technology. On the night of the
research he played a five hour set of commercial-leaning house music.
Classical piano recital
The classical piano recital took place in the performance space of the Central
London retail outlet of a 240 year old music publisher. The participant was
performing as part of a showcase event for a group of classical pianists studying
under a common teacher. The performance was comprised of pieces by composers
including Rachmaninoff, Chopin and Bach. The participant was an experienced
multi-instrumentalist who played piano, guitar and bass guitar. He began playing the
guitar at the age of five and the piano at the age of nine and currently teaches both
instruments.
Capturing performances
Several types of data were collected including video, audio, Musial Instrument Digital
Interface (MIDI) messages, and hard copies of annotated musical score. MIDI is a
protocol which allows electronic instruments to send and receive performance
information. For example, MIDI messages can carry information about which note
was played (e.g., Middle C), how hard it was played (i.e. velocity), and even how
much pressure was applied to the key after it had been struck (i.e. after-touch). MIDI
messages also carry information about changes in control parameters. For example
when moved, a rotary control will transmit a MIDI message to report its value.
For each performance the equipment used, the set up of that equipment, and the
data captured was optimised to address the key concerns of contextual inquiry.
These are defined by Beyer and Holtzblatt (1998):
•
•
•
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What is the best way to get close to the activity?
How close is it possible to get?
What will be the best material for establishing a shared interpretation of the
data with the participant?

For example, MIDI data was captured for the Rare Groove keyboard performance,
while copies of annotated score were taken for the classical piano recital. Similarly,
two digital video cameras were used for both the keyboard performance and the DJ
performance but they were set up differently according to the context. For the
keyboard player one camera was used to capture his interactions with the keyboard
and the other was used to capture his interactions with the rest of the band. For the
DJ, one camera was used to capture his interactions with the mixing desk and the
first CD deck and the other was used to capture his interactions with the second CD
deck.
Reviewing recordings and producing clips
The performance recordings were reviewed in order to identify episodes of interest.
The aim was to identify and capture as many elements of the performance as
possible, so that the subsequent interview could be comprehensive without having to
review the performance in its entirety. A still from a clip can be seen in figure 1.
For the keyboard player, episodes of interest included explicit examples of
parameter manipulation (e.g., control tweaks); more subtle interactions such as
changes in playing style; and episodes where he was playing the melody of a piece
or taking a solo. For the classical piano player, episodes of interest included subtle
changes in playing style (e.g., changes in dynamics or tempo); apparent references
to the score; and changes in posture or movement. For the DJ, episodes of interest
included interactions with the mixing desk (e.g., changes in EQ, or volume);
interactions with the CD decks (e.g., setting up a track to play, or making on-the-flychanges to a track that was already playing); and episodes where he was moving
between different pieces of equipment (e.g., from deck-to-desk, or deck-to-deck).
The focus throughout was on the researcher: observing the participant closely;
identifying activities which seemed to be important to the performance and to
properties of the sound; and compiling a set of clips which captured those activities
as comprehensively as possible. The episodes of interests were rendered as video
clips. A total of 20 clips were prepared for the keyboard performance, 34 clips for the
DJ performance, and 26 clips for the classical piano recital.
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Figure 1: Still from a clip of the
keyboard player’s
performance. The main image
shows his interactions with the
keyboard.. The picture-inpicture
picture shows his interactions
with
ith the rest of the band.

Interviewing participants
Semi-structured interviews,, comprised of sections as described by Beyer and
Holtzblatt (1998), were conducted. Interviews lasted approximately 90
9 minutes and
were videoed for later analysis. The introduction was conducted in the style of a
conventional interview. It explored the participant’ss background, training and musical
experience. The
he focus of the research was also explained. The main aim of this
section was to set the participant at ease, and to gather relevant background
information. By way of a transition, the
he researcher explained that they would like to
review some clips taken from the recordings of the performance.
During the contextual section of the interview, clips of the performance were
reviewed. This
his section made up the majority of the interview.
interview Clips were played to
participants in a random order so that different parts of the performance were
covered. Participants were asked to think about three things: What is happening?
What are they doing? Why? Clips were repeated as required and supporting
upporting data
was provided as appropriate.
appropriate For example, when explaining expressive
interpretations of the material, the classical piano
piano player was able to point to handwritten notes he had made on the score.
Finally, during a wrap-up section participants
participant were asked for concluding comments
and invited to
o talk about anything they felt was important which hadn’t
n’t been covered
in the interview.
iew. Verbatim transcripts of
of the interviews were produced.
Grounded Analysis
Data was analysed using a grounded approach as described by Corbin and Strauss
(2008). In a grounded analysis, the researcher explores the data without
preconceived notions about what they to expect to find. The
he data and its
interpretation guide the analysis. Early close
lose encounters with the data from one
context were used to focus and guide subsequent data gathering
gathering and analysis
activities.
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Atlas.ti was used to develop open codes which summarised the data. The raw data
was examined closely in order to understand the essence of what was being
expressed. This involved reading interview transcripts, referring back to clips of the
performances, and referring back to other data such as annotated score and video
recordings of the interviews. The understanding was described using a code defined
by the researcher. However, this was often inspired by and incorporated words and
phrases used by participants – a process known as in-vivo coding.
Codes were grouped and linked in a process known as axial-coding. Among the
groups which emerged during the axial-coding stage were those which referred to
expressive changes in some element of the sound (expression), and those which
referred to the section of the piece (structure). A number of theoretical frameworks
describe activities in similar terms. It is acceptable to use existing frameworks to
extend an analysis if that framework is aligned to the emerging findings (Corbin and
Strauss, 2008). As the analysis progressed, parts of the data were explored as
contextual activities using a framework based on concepts described by Naikir,
Nolan and Pearce (2006) in their account of cognitive work analysis.
Cognitive work analysis focuses on how activities can be done, based on the
constraints which apply and the resources available, rather than how they should be
done or even how they are done (Naikir et al, 2006). Cognitive work analysis is
usually applied in studies of large complex socio-technical systems and the
relevance here may not be obvious. Tools from the cognitive work analysis
framework offered a structured way of abstracting the different behaviours observed
in the field (i.e. how behaviours are done) to identify commonalities and thread them
together as a framework for how these musical activities could be done in different
contexts. The main tool used was an adapted version of the contextual activity
template.
The contextual activity template presents situations on the x-axis (in this context,
sections of the performance as defined by the structure) and functions on the y-axis
(in this context, expressive manipulations of the sound). This provided a framework
for exploring how constraints and resources influenced performance activities.
As the analysis progressed, diagrams were produced to capture emerging themes
and explore the relationships between them. Contextual activity templates were
produced to explore specific performance contexts in greater detail. Later, a diagram
was produced which represented the conceptual framework that emerged.
Finally, quotes which illustrated the main findings of the analysis were identified
through a process of selective coding. These were brought together to present an
account of the analysis.
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3.2 Analysis
It is not surprising to note that performers do not tend to talk about ‘performance
gesture properties’, ‘sound parameters’, ‘parameter mapping’ and ‘musical tasks’. A
complex picture emerges. Performers are manipulating their tools with fine motor
controls, to deliver expressive performances with pleasing timbral and rhythmic
variations. They are using the equipment available to them, while drawing on
preparation they have done for that performance; and more broadly on the skills and
knowledge they have acquired through years of practice and experience. The
following sections will explore the main themes.
Expressive control of the sound
Participants talked about properties of the sounds they were creating or
manipulating. The terms used and the level at which they applied varied across the
contexts. As the analysis progressed, four broad categories emerged: pitch,
dynamics, timbre and rhythm. The relative focus on each varied across the contexts.
Pitch
References to pitch featured prominently throughout the interviews. For the
instrumentalists, controlling pitch was often the primary activity. For example, pitch
was a dominant theme in the pianist’s account of his performance:
BS: “The left hand functions as an accompaniment throughout the clip; it’s
supporting the right hand which is playing the melody. Near the start of
the clip the left hand’s playing full chords, which could be 2, 3, or 4 notes,
on the beat of each bar which goes on for about 3 and a half bars then
the texture of the accompaniment changes to single notes jumping
between octaves, so it has a very different sound but the same function.”
This quote highlights three key concepts related to pitch: polyphony, melody and
accompaniment. Polyphony refers to the number of notes being played
simultaneously. The melody is a sequence of notes which form a group and the
accompaniment is a part which supports the melody.
The keyboard player also drew a distinction between accompanying (comping):
GW: “That’s the start of M’s solo and I’m just comping underneath so I
want to give it some texture...
and riffing, for example during solos:
GW: “...this is all riffery: quite fast and over the top.”
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For the DJ, pitch was important because of the relationship between frequency and
tempo when playing back recorded material:
RL: “...with CD technology, you’ve got something called ‘Master Tempo’
which is great for ‘a capellas’, you press a button and you can change the
tempo of the song, but it doesn’t alter the musical pitch, so the pitch stays
the same but the tempo changes”
Interestingly, the ‘Master Tempo’ control edits the mapping configuration of the DJ’s
equipment. With ‘Master Tempo’ off, the ‘Pitch’ slider affects both the tempo and the
pitch (one-to-many). With ‘Master Tempo’ on, the ‘Pitch’ slider affects only the tempo
(one-to-one).
Dynamics
A second group of concepts emerged relating to the loudness of the sound
produced: the dynamics. Expressive variations in the volume were controlled with
reference to an overall level. There were two components to controlling the
dynamics: controlling the overall level; and controlling the expressive variations. The
keyboard player talked about setting the overall level:
GW: “...basically, I’m in a live band situation, with no PA [Public Address]
and no front of house engineers, so this here is my volume knob, volume
pot, and as I’m playing, that’s probably the first or second number, and I’m
just listening to the level of my organ and mixing it in with the rest of the
band.”
Similarly, the DJ aimed to maintain a steady level throughout the performance:
RL: “...each song will be mastered differently or recorded differently, or be
at different volumes, and so in order to keep the volume of the night the
same...
...you’ve got to constantly, between the two songs, keep a level volume
throughout the night.”
The keyboard player was able to control expressive variation in dynamics by means
of a foot pedal:
GW: “A lot of organ playing is about just vamping the level so you can
hold something and just bring the level up a bit and also, I can play a note
right up at the top and turn the volume up on it just to give it a lift, and
then bring it back down again,”
The idea of using dynamics to ‘lift’ or to provide emphasis was echoed by the pianist:
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BS: “...in this particular accompaniment, I’m putting more emphasis on the
left hand notes that come off the beat, than I am on the note that resolves
on the beat, and in that sense I’m kind of syncopating the emphasis”
Timbre
A third category of concepts relating to expressive control of the sound was timbre.
Timbre refers to the tone or harmonic content of the sound and it was considered
central to the keyboard player’s activities:
GW: “So the thing with organs is you sort of you move the instrument
around rather than playing all the notes; you can just hold a chord and
then play around with these things here to get different textures and
tones"
Indeed, a section of the keyboard’s interface was dedicated to manually controlling
the harmonic content of the sound:
GW: “...so I’m pulling the top 3 drawbars out there which gives it that
brighter sheen, the brighter harmonics on top”
The DJ talked about adding drama and energy to the performance by tweaking the
EQ at crucial moments during the performance:
RL: “I’m just playing around with EQ of the track that’s playing out of the
speaker there to add a bit more drama, if you do it in time, you can just
add a bit of energy into a song that everyone knows.”

Rhythm
The final category relating to the expressive control of sound was rhythm. As with
dynamics, which were controlled relative to an overall level, the expressive control of
rhythm was relative to a ‘correct’ rhythm. For example, the keyboard player
explained that in a live band situation, the drummer holds the rhythm:
GW: “...so L is like a really good drummer, but he has the ability to do
something really flash which makes everyone go “Where are we? What
beat are we on?” Or he’s lost me so I’m sort of, I’ll watch him and he’ll just
count me back in.”
Similarly, the DJ described the importance of setting up a loop with surgical
precision:
RL: “...if your loop points aren’t exactly the same and you release the loop
while they’re both sync’ed up, they’ll jump out of sync straight away and it
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will sound like a car crash, it’ll just sound like a load of galloping beats
everywhere. Everyone will stop dancing and wonder what the heck’s
going on.”
Once the rhythm has been established and locked down, expressive variations could
be used to personalise a performance, as the pianist explained:
BS: “I was not playing the tempo exactly as it is written in the score at all.
In musical terms it would be described as “Rubato” in that particular bar...
...I’d say there was more room for personal expression with things like
timing in the performance with this sort of piece...
...as you can see, I’ve written on the piece here “acel.” which means “get
faster” and “rall.” which means “get slower”, and I’ve written it here, and
it’s not originally written in the score, and then here I’ve got “a tempo”
which means in time”
Structure
As well as expressive control of the sound, participants talked about the structure of
the pieces they were playing. A hierarchy emerged: beats and notes sat at the most
granular level; articulated phrases of notes were played across a number of bars;
and bars were grouped into sections. Sections included introductions, themes, solos,
endings and transitions. The role of structure in the delivery of a performance varied
across, but was important in all contexts.
Beats and bars were the building blocks of a musical performance: all of the
participants talked about their performance in those terms. The pianist described
phrases of notes which were articulated across a number of bars:
BS: “So I’m using the [mechanical sustain] pedal to phrase those notes
together as one part by allowing them to sustain while I’m playing the
other part, then I change the pedal on the next note so that it sounds like
one long phrase, so I’m using the pedal there to make that happen.”
Phrases were built into sections and sections arranged to produce complete musical
pieces. A number of types of section emerged. These included introductions,
themes, solos, endings and transitions.
Themes
Themes were the melody passages which defined a piece. The terminology used to
describe themes varied across contexts: the DJ talked about ‘choruses’, while the
keyboard player talked about ‘headers’. Themes were often repeated throughout a
piece:
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GW: “That tune’s called “Chicken Shack” and it’s got a melody that goes
[hums the melody] and it does that for 12 bars and that’s what we call the
header”
The pianist talked about contrasting themes within a piece:
BS: “That particular piece is based on two very contrasting themes, one
quite furious, a kind of tumultuous opening theme, and then a more sort of
beautiful theme”
Features
Features were sections which acted as a showcase for a particular player, idea or
musical voice. The keyboard player for example talked about ‘taking a solo’:
GW: “...it’s my turn to take a solo so I’ve ramped the volume up a little bit
so I’ve just poked my head above everybody else so I can get my point
across to anyone who’s listening”
The DJ created features by combining sections of different songs to give familiar
material a new twist. For example he described building a feature out of an ‘a
capella’ (a vocal track without music):
RL: “So you’ve got an ‘a capella’ there - that’s vocals - and then you’ve
got a really low thundering sort of rhythm underneath, there’s nothing else
apart from just bass and then you can slowly bring in the high frequencies,
at a point that you know that the track’s building up to, you build it up and
everyone starts to come back to life again, and if you can get them both
timed at the right time, then the track comes in with all of its frequencies
and then the ‘a capella’ comes to a really powerful point, then - you know it works really really well: you get everyone going nuts to that.”
Transitions
The performances moved through sections via transitions. For example, the pianist
talked about the mental shift that takes place during a transition between themes:
BS: “that particular clip was the moment where one theme ends and the
next one begins. It’s a particularly big contrast; most composers of this
type of piece wouldn’t create two things that were so different but in this
piece they are. So I was really just finishing one off and mentally going
through what I need to do to go into the next one which is a different way
of playing and a different way of thinking as well”
The DJ described a clip showing the transition between sections from different
songs:
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RL: “...so there I’m bringing it in so they’re both playing now, and I’ve
brought it out again. So sometimes I’ll bring it just a little bit so it’s playing
out over the club, just briefly to hear what the sounds like when they’re
both playing together. Then I’m playing about with the EQs, to blend them,
now both songs are playing out over the speaker. Then I’ve brought it out
altogether - then I’m bringing it back in again. So I’m just blending it in and
out, just getting ready to switch over; and every time I touch that [jog
wheel] it’s ‘cos it’s drifting out of time a little bit”
This section has shown that structure is a key theme in delivering a musical
performance.
Constructing an arrangement
The preceding sections outlined the dimensions that are important in delivering a
musical performance: expressive control of the sound within a structure. These
relationships were explored further using an approach based on the contextual
activity templates used in cognitive work analysis. Specifically, structural elements
were shown on the x-axis and expressive elements were shown on the y-axis.
Examples of specific contextual activity templates can be found in appendix B. The
individual templates were abstracted to produce a generic template which is shown
in figure 2.

Pitch
Expressive Dynamics
Control
Timbre
Rhythm

Introduction
Activity
Activity
Activity
Activity

Theme
Activity
Activity
Activity
Activity

Structure
Feature
Activity
Activity
Activity
Activity

Ending
Activity
Activity
Activity
Activity

Transition
Activity
Activity
Activity
Activity

Figure 2: Abstracted contextual activity template. The structure, shown on the x-axis shows,
was decomposed into sections, phrases, bars and beats. Sound properties, which were
controlled expressively, are shown on the y-axis.

This conceptual structure was manifest in the data as an arrangement. For example,
the DJ described a neat convention in house music for 16-bar instrumental
breakdowns and 16-bar a capellas to support the kind of feature building described
above:
RL: “they’re all very similar time arrangements, like you’ll get 16 bars
basically.”
The DJ also described how a visual display on each of the CD players could be set
to plot the dynamics of a song so that he could quickly find and jump to sections
within them:
RL: “...on the digital display, there’s like a wave display...
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...so you can see where the song starts to get interesting, by the way the
wave changes, so then you just skip along. With vinyl you used to be able
to look at the record and see the dark patches and the light patches, and
the dark patches were, louder parts, and the light patches were quieter
parts, so you can skip the vinyl instantly and just miss out four minutes.
With digital it’s not as straight forward: so you’ve got a wave display and
you skip along with the jog wheel and you can pin-point where you want to
set the track off playing.”
The relative focus on the structural dimension versus the expressive dimension in
delivering the performance varied across contexts. For example, the DJ’s primary
activity throughout the night was to select sections from different songs and weave
them into a continuous coherent five hour arrangement which was tailored to the
audience:
RL: “if it’s not that busy and it’s a bit of a crap crowd, you’ve just got to
play big song, after big song, just to try and keep them dancing. And you
also tend to play shorter versions of the songs, you know. And that’s when
you’re really struggling, you know, because, you’re just playing 3 minutes
of a song, and then playing 3 minutes of another song just to try and keep
energy on the dance floor. Whereas really good gigs, you can play like 7
minutes of one song, and then play another song on top of it; build that up
so, you know, you’ve got 15 minutes of building up to one big song that
you’ve been waiting for, then when you play that big song, everything
goes really wild, everyone cheering and then you can just sort of bring it
back down again and then repeat the process”
On the other hand, the structure was more-or-less fixed for the pianist, and the
arrangement was more about the expressive dimension. For the keyboard player,
the arrangement was constructed on-the-fly in collaboration with other band
members:
GW: “...the way we do this is that we’ll do two headers, so that’s 24 bars
of the melody, then either myself or M will give each other a nod, then
maybe he’ll do 24 bars of solo then he’ll give me a nod and I’ll do 24 bars
of solo, then he’ll probably tap his head to say “go back to the header”, so
in that respect it’s sort of like structured jamming.”
This section has introduced another key element of a musical performance – the
arrangement. The arrangement ties together the structural and expressive
dimensions of the performance.
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Delivering a performance
The previous sections outlined elements important to a musical performance:
expressive control of the sound within a structure, tied together by an arrangement.
Delivering a performance involves presenting an arrangement within the constraints
of the performance context and drawing on the resources available. This section will
explore the constraints and resources that affect how, and which activities are
performed.
Material and Style
Key factors in determining how, and which activities were performed were the
material and the style. As noted earlier, the structure of the pianist’s performance
was largely constrained by the material: the notes, phrases, sections, and their
relative order, were all notated in the score. The same was true to a degree for the
other contexts studied. For example, the keyboard player described the importance
of knowing the melody:
GW: “...with something as loose as this, there’s no point in getting it ultra
sharp; as long as you know the melody line and you’ve done your
practising at home, just watch each other and it’ll be quite tight.”
For the DJ, the material was an important constraint in different ways. For example,
the harmonic content of the pre-recorded material affected the way that he controlled
the sound during a transition:
RL: “If you’ve got two songs playing and they’ve both got lots of bass
frequencies, it quite often sounds really muddy, so it’s a lot better to blend
the bass between one and the other”
However, the material was also a resource: all of the performers could choose which
pieces to play and in which order. This was perhaps most evident for the DJ:
RL: “I’m just looking through my records there to see which song to play
to next.”
A similar picture emerged for style. For the pianist style was, to a degree, a
constraint on the performance he delivered:
BS: “I’m thinking about things like convention: in this particular style of
music, of the baroque era, where a note falls outside of the structure of
the chord, it’s described as being a suspended, and when the note falls
back into the structure of the chord at that point in the music, it’s a
resolution. And by convention, by received wisdom if you like, you would
emphasise the suspended notes and you would play the resolved note
lighter.”
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Style is also a resource which can be used to keep a performance interesting and
fresh. As the keyboard player illustrated:
GW: “it goes back to the Hendrix thing. Trying to keep a solo interesting
over a period of time - manipulate the sound; change the style subtly - of
what you’re playing. And luckily this bit of kit gives me all those options.”
When he says “this bit of kit gives me all those options”, the keyboard player
introduces another key factor in shaping the delivery of the performance: the
equipment.
Equipment
The equipment was a significant factor in shaping the delivery of the performance.
For example, the DJ described the effect of using a mixing desk that was not his
usual preference:
RL: “...that’s one of the things with that [Allen & Heath] mixer; the EQs are
that sharp that when you take the bass out it just kills everything. I’m used
to using a Pioneer which is a little bit more forgiving on the EQ, so it
wouldn’t have sounded quite as dramatic on the Pioneer.”
Similarly, the pianist describes the impact of using a piano with a temperamental
sustain pedal:
BS: “...on this Piano it was really difficult to do that because the pedal
wasn’t working properly. Any pedal was useful in this case; a half-pedal
was a bit ambitious.”
The equipment also provided opportunities to be creative with the delivery of the
performance. The keyboard player described choosing an effect:
GW: “...to be honest, I’ll be sitting there and I’ll just look down at what I’ve
got on offer and it’s literally, (it’s not pre-planned or anything like that) it’s
literally just: I think I’ll have a bit of wah-wah on this one and see what
happens.”
This complex process of balancing the constraints and resources of the material,
style and equipment, gives rise to a further factor which affects the delivery of a
performance: technique.
Technique
Technique involves working within the physical and technical constraints of the
equipment, to deliver a rendition of the material which is consistent with the stylistic
constraints of the context. For example, the pianist describes a technique called halfpedalling:
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BS: “...in parts of it I’m using a technique called half-pedalling where you
sort of use the pedal, but you also sort of don’t as well. The strings are
almost half dampened so there is a resonance of the chord that went
before in order to tackle the paradox in the way the music is written: which
is to say “sustain the notes underneath”.
But when the harmony changes you should normally change the pedal
because otherwise you get chords with opposing harmonies playing over
the top of each other, which is not within the style. It’s not the way you
would play a piece that is written harmonically like this.”
Similarly, the keyboard player describes a technique for moving the sound around
while playing a simple two chord accompaniment:
GW: “...when you play it back you’ll hear me playing the click of the note
on the chord. And then as I hold the chord, you’ll hear the brightness of
these drawbars [points to drawbar LEDs in Picture-In-Picture]. And then
also on the floor I’ve got a pedal which you can probably see there [points
to foot pedal in Picture-In-Picture], that’s on the Lesley rotor simulator
which makes it sound swirly. So I’ve got quite a lot going on. It’s a simple
technique but it’s quite hard to describe and I’ve completely nicked it off
60s organ players.”
Working such complex techniques into an arrangement requires preparation.
Preparation
The delivery of a performance was shaped to a large extent by preparation done
before hand. Preparation could relate to any of the elements already discussed: the
expressive control of sound; the structure; the arrangement; the material and style;
the equipment; or the technique. It could be informal or it could be structured.
For example, the keyboard player described the informal preparation involved in the
Rare Groove project:
GW: “...this has never been rehearsed, it was all done on swapping CDs
of Blue Note tunes that I like and stuff that M likes, and B would give it “yes that’s correct”...
... as long as you know the melody line and you’ve done your practising at
home, just watch each other and it’ll be quite tight.”

The pianist on the other hand practised a carefully prepared arrangement at a
range of speeds:
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BS: “I would have rehearsed at a range of different speeds, very slowly
and very quickly”
The DJ described finding suitable material to play for a performance:
RL: “I find new music to play by browsing online music shops like
‘Beatport’ and searching genres, labels, and artists. I listen to the radio
and also DJ Podcasts. I also get requests for songs and make a note of
them to listen on ‘YouTube’ when I get home”
No matter how well the performance had been prepared, the delivery on the day was
subject to constraints and resources related to the performance environment.
The performance environment
The prepared arrangement was delivered in the performance environment. Important
elements of the performance environment varied according to the context, but
included things like: the audience; how the participant felt about the performance;
other musicians; and technical elements.
For example, the pianist talked about how the audience affected his performance:
BS: “...that comes down to being nervous, being watched and wanting to
put on an impressive performance. It’s ironic because by doing that
maybe you play something that maybe you don’t want to play so fast, but
you play it faster. But it’s not necessarily as good because you play fast.
Maybe in your mind somewhere you think because it’s fast it’s more
impressive.”
Throughout his interview, the DJ talked about the effect his performance might have
on the audience:
RL: “...everyone will stop dancing and wonder what the heck’s going on.”
“...you’ve got to play big song after big song just to try and keep them
dancing.”
“...then, you know, it works really really well, you get everyone going nuts
to that.”
The keyboard player took a more pragmatic view of the way the audience shaped his
performance:
GW: “...sometimes the audience are like really into it, you know, you might
get a real jazz crowd who like to applaud after each solo. Sometimes you
get people who just want to sit there and tap their feet, either way I don’t
really mind so long as we’re not offending anyone.”
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The keyboard player’s performance was shaped more by another element of the
performance environment - the other members of the band:
GW: “...years ago when I was playing in bands, no-one looked at each
other which, over a period of time, I’ve come to find really odd. ‘Cos the
best way to do it as a band if you want to be really tight is to look at each
other and give each other nods and winks. A simple example is when
you’re coming to the end of a tune: your drummers going “du du dud dud
dud du” and he’s gonna end on the psshh. Instead of having your back to
him, turn round and look at him and as soon as he hits the cymbal play
your note. So that’s the way do it, we all look at each other”
Participants approached different performances with a different frame of mind
depending on the venue, the crowd, and the type of gig. This affected the
preparation described above and also shaped the delivery of the performance on the
night. For example the DJ described the difference between a five-hour regular gig
and a one-hour guest slot:
RL: “...depending on the length of the gig, and how interesting it is to me.
So if I know I’m playing a big gig with an hour-long set, and I know a
month in advance, I’ll prepare loads of ideas that will fit so that if
something’s not working I can change to something else; so I’ll really go to
town before hand. Whereas a gig that I play every week I pretty much
know what I’m going to play before I turn up and then I’ll pretty much just
do it on the night”
Other elements of the environment which shaped the delivery of the performance
included the technical set up specific to the venue. For example, the pianist
described how a dysfunctional sustain pedal affected a technique he was trying
apply, while the DJ described how the unfamiliar response of the mixing desk’s
equaliser negatively affected the quality of a transition he was executing. The
conceptual framework which emerged during the analysis is presented graphically in
figure 3.
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Figure 3: The conceptual framework which emerged from the analysis. Activities, which affect
rhythmic changes in pitch, dynamics and timbre, are performed in the context of a musical
structure. Activities are shaped by material, style, equipment and technique. Technique
emerges as performers work within the physical and technical constraints of the equipment to
deliver the arrangement. The prepared arrangement is delivered in and shaped by the
performance environment.

3.3 Discussion
This study presented the key findings of a grounded analysis of rich ethnographic
data collected through field research and contextual interviews. It identified groups of
parameters which are manipulated by performers. It explored the real-world
complexity of three contexts in which those properties are manipulated. It found that
performers control sound properties expressively within a structure. The sound
properties controlled and the structure of the performance are different dimensions of
a constructed arrangement. The delivery of the arrangement is shaped by
constraints and resources such as material and style, equipment, technique,
preparation and the performance environment.
Paine, Stevenson and Pearce (2007) identified five controllable sound properties that
were important to performers: dynamics, pitch, vibrato, articulation, and attack and
release. They argued that timbre was an emergent property of those five
parameters. The current study confirmed that pitch and dynamics were important
sound properties, but found that timbre was an independent property on the same
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level as pitch and dynamics. It also identified rhythm as an additional property at this
level.
The current study also found that changes in these properties could not be described
as ‘musical’ in isolation, but only in the context of an arrangement which includes a
structural dimension. According to this view, the additional properties identified by
Paine, Stevenson and Pearce (2007) (i.e. vibrato, articulation, and attack and
release), are emergent properties of rhythmic variations in pitch, dynamics and
timbre, which manifest as the structure unfolds. This focus on sound properties and
neglect of the structural component of a musical performance is reflected in the
arbitrary listen-copy tasks used in Paine, Stevenson and Pearce’s research.
The complex picture which emerged in this study is more closely aligned to the
cognitive account of musical performance presented by Palmer (1997). Focussing on
classical music, Palmer describes the process of preparing an interpretation of the
material, and planning the delivery of that interpretation according to style specific
conventions related to meter (rhythm) and grouping (phrasing). Palmer’s
‘interpretation’ could be equated to the arrangement described in this study. Palmer
also describes causal relationships which have been shown to exist between
structural and expressive elements of a performance. For example she notes that
phrase boundaries are often marked by decreases in tempo and dynamics.
While Palmer’s review focussed on the classical performance context, this study
addressed a number of musical contexts as described by Wanderley and Orio
(2002). The findings of this research bring into question the validity of drawing such
clear distinctions between contexts such as note-level control, score-level control;
and sound processing control. This study found that very different musical contexts
could be described in terms of relative focus on the same performance components.
For example, Wanderley and Orio (2002) suggest that note-level control is defined
by real-time control of pitch, dynamics and timbre. This study found that while the DJ
was not playing any notes, he was controlling pitch, dynamics and timbre in real time
at the beat level. Conversely, Wanderley and Orio’s score-level control is defined as
relating to predefined sequences. All three participants were dealing with pre-defined
sequences: the keyboard player with melodies in-the-head; the pianist with the
score; the DJ with pre-recorded material.
A significant methodological limitation of this research is the small sample size used.
It is difficult to draw conclusions from research conducted with only three
participants. However, this also presents an opportunity to extend the research with
further data gathering and analyses. The approach used was effective in identifying
and classifying the structures which underpin a musical performance, and describing
the factors which shape its delivery. Further research could explore these factors in
greater detail. For example, this analysis has focussed on the structures that cut
through contexts; there is a phenomenological aspect to performance which is
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different in every context. The conceptual framework identified here could be used to
explore those differences in a structured way.
The findings of this study have several clear implications for the design of tasks for
research into interfaces for musical expression. Firstly, the tasks must take account
of both the expressive and structural dimensions of a musical performance. That is
to say that target changes in sound properties such as pitch, volume and timbre
must take place within the context of a realistic musical structure. The second study
will address this by using tasks designed to retain key features of that structure.
Secondly, rhythm is as important in terms of the expressive control of sound
properties as pitch, timbre and dynamics. This should be reflected in the task design.
The second study will address this by presenting all target activities in the context of
a clearly defined rhythmic pattern as defined by a metronome.
Thirdly, the material and style chosen will have an impact on task performance. In
selecting musical structures for tasks, the material and its style should be treated as
confounding variables. The second study will address to a degree, by using
published pieces of classical music as targets.
Fourthly, the physical equipment used in the research will have an impact on
performance delivery and this must be accounted for in the experimental design. For
example, research described by Hunt (2000) compared task performance on one
interface (a slider interface with a one-to-one mapping) with performance on another
(a mouse-slider combination interface with a many-to-many mapping), the physical
equipment as well as the mapping configuration will have affected task performance.
Study two will account for this by using physically identical input devices throughout.
Finally, the performance environment affects task performance and should be
considered carefully in the experimental design. Study two will aim to capture some
elements of the performance environment that were identified as important. For
example, tasks will be presented as performances which will be recorded, rather
than simply as tasks.
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CHAPTER 4. STUDY TWO
Chapter three presented the approach and findings of an ethnographic study of
musical performances. It identified groups of sound parameters which are
manipulated by performers, and explored the real-world complexity of three contexts
in which those properties were manipulated. It found that performers control sound
properties expressively within defined musical structures. It argued that the sound
properties and the musical structure were dimensions of an arrangement which was
delivered during a performance. It also argued that the delivery of an arrangement is
shaped by constraints and resources such as material, style, equipment, technique,
preparation and the performance environment.
It went on to argue that previous research into parameter mapping has neglected
this complexity. Specifically, it suggested that the listen-copy style tasks used by
researchers including Hunt, Wanderley and Paradis (2003) and Paine, Stevenson
and Pearce (2007) were too heavily focused on changes in sound properties. This
focus meant that the structural dimension which gives those changes musical
context was neglected. Additional constraints were also largely overlooked.
These findings bring into question the validity of conclusions drawn from earlier
research into parameter mapping. This undermines design guidelines based on
those conclusions. For example, Hunt and Wanderley’s assertion that key
parameters such as volume, timbre and pitch should be ‘hidden’ as a combination of
inputs.
The aim of study two was to test Hunt and Wanderley’s assertion while accounting
for the findings of study one. Participants completed four short performances using
two instruments which were designed for the research. The accuracy of those
performances was measured at a rate of 500 Hz (sampled every 2ms) and analysed
using accepted statistical tests. The study aimed to test whether research with skilled
participants performing realistic musical tasks in a controlled performance
environment would produce similar findings to earlier research into parameter
mapping. Specifically, it aimed to test the following findings of previous research;
•

•

•

When performing musical tasks, participants are able to control synthesis
parameters more accurately with interfaces which have complex mapping
configurations.
When using interfaces with complex mapping strategies, participants are able
to control synthesis parameters more accurately when performing difficult
tasks than when performing simple tasks.
Participants find interfaces which use complex mapping strategies more
engaging to use than interfaces which use simple mapping strategies.

The study addressed the experimental hypotheses shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: Experimental hypotheses

H1:
H2:
H3:

H4:
H5:
H6:

H7:
H8:
H9:

The mapping strategy used in a musical interface will have a significant
effect on the ability of participants to control pitch accurately.
The difficulty of the musical task will have a significant effect on the
ability of participants to control pitch accurately.
There will be a significant interaction between the effect of mapping
strategy and the effect of task difficulty on the ability of participants to
control pitch accurately.
The mapping strategy used in a musical interface will have a significant
effect on the ability of participants to control volume accurately.
The difficulty of the musical task will have a significant effect on the
ability of participants to control volume accurately.
There will be a significant interaction between the effect of mapping
strategy and the effect of task difficulty on the ability of participants to
control volume accurately.
The mapping strategy used in a musical interface will have a significant
effect on the ability of participants to control timbre accurately.
The difficulty of the musical task will have a significant effect on the
ability of participants to control timbre accurately.
There will be a significant interaction between the effect of mapping
strategy and the effect of task difficulty on the ability of participants to
control timbre accurately.

4.1 Method
This section describes the approach taken to test the hypotheses outlined above. It
provides information about the participants who took part in the research, the
materials used, the experimental design, and the experimental procedure. As
appropriate, it will highlight elements of the study which were guided by the findings
of study one.
Design
To test the hypotheses outlined in table 1, a repeated measures design was used.
Two independent variables were manipulated and three dependent variables were
measured. The first independent variable was the mapping configuration of the test
instruments. The variable had two levels: simple and complex. The second
independent variable was task difficulty and again the variable had two levels: level
one (easy) and level three (difficult). This design produced a matrix of four
experimental conditions, as shown in table 2. Each participant completed four short
performances during their session.
Table 2: Matrix of experimental conditions.

Instrument Mapping
Configuration
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Simple
Complex

Difficulty level
Level One
Level Three
S1
S3
C3
C3

Half of the participants used the simple instrument first, and half used the complex
instrument first. For each instrument, the ‘level one’ performance was completed
before the ‘level three’ performance.
Three dependent variables were measured: deviation from target pitch (semitones);
deviation from target timbre (Hertz); and deviation from target volume (0 – 156).
These were recorded automatically in a digital audio workstation application called
Ableton Live. Values were exported to an Access database for subsequent analysis.
Participants
Participants were 14 degree or post-graduate students at London’s music colleges.
Music colleges typically have an engagements function which deals with enquiries
from parties interested in hiring musicians for events. Invitations to take part in the
research were distributed through these functions. Invitations were sent to students
at Trinity College London, Royal College of Music, and Guildhall School of Music &
Drama. A gratuity of £35 was offered as an incentive to take part in the research.
Participants were selected on a first-come-first-served basis from over 50
respondents.
Participants were eight males and six females with a minimum age of 19, a
maximum age of 45, and a mean age of 26.6. They were comprised of three double
bass players, three singers, two violinists, two cellists, two pianists, one trombonist,
and one saxophonist.
In addition, two participants from the researcher’s social network were recruited for a
pilot study. These were one male guitarist and one female piano player, who were
both 31.
Materials
This section outlines the materials used during the research. The first part describes
the instruments designed for the research and provides a brief overview of the
technical setup; the second part describes the stimuli used for the tasks; and the
final part describes the questionnaires used for additional evaluation.
Instruments
This section presents a description of the instruments designed for the research and
provides a brief overview of the technical setup. A detailed account of the technical
setup can be found in appendix C. A key finding of study one was that the equipment
had a significant impact on the delivery of a musical performance. In order to isolate
the effects of the mapping configuration, the same physical interface was used for
both instruments.
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Performers are increasingly using game controllers as input devices for musical
expression. For example, the researcher recently attended a concert by British jazz
group ‘Polar Bear’, in which X-Box and Nintendo Wii controllers were used as
instruments. To reflect this trend, the current study used the Wii controller (Wiimote)
as the input device. The Wiimote is well known for its motion sensing capabilities.
External peripherals can be connected to the main unit and the Nunchuck was used
for the current study. When used together, the Wiimote and Nunchuck support twohanded simultaneous real-time control of many variables.
The Wiimote-Nunchuck controller generates many data streams; three were used for
the current study. These were the Wiimote rotation (W), the Nunchuck rotation (N),
and the Nunchuck joystick x-position (J). All data streams were converted to MIDIcompatible values between 0 and 127 using a programmable input emulator called
GlovePIE. Figure 4 illustrates how the values W, N and J were derived.

Figure 4: Nintendo Wii Controller and Nunchuck. Data streams were used to derive values W,
N, and J. Values W and N were controlled by the rotation of Wiimote and Nunchuck
respectively. J was controlled by the x-position of the Nunchuck’s joystick. W, N, and J were
the raw values used to control synthesis parameters according to the protocol described in
appendix D.

Two Max/MSP instrument patches were developed for controlling synthesis
parameters with the Wii controllers. These were adapted for MaxForLive. Max/MSP
is a visual programming environment for developing interactive music performance
software. MaxForLive is an implementation of Max/MSP which runs within the
Ableton Live environment. Ableton Live is a Digital Audio Workstation application
The specifications of the two instruments were defined with reference to previous
research and guided by the findings of study one. Study one found that pitch,
dynamics, timbre and rhythm were important properties of the sound. To reflect this,
the instruments allowed participants to control the pitch (P), volume (V) and tone (T)
of a synthesised sound using the Wiimote-Nunchuck interface. The rhythm
component was accounted for in the task design.
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Pitch was tempered to the chromatic scale used in Western music: pitch values were
to the nearest semitone. The range of each synthesis parameter (P, V, and T) and
the mapping configurations which determined their relationship to the gesture
parameters (W, N, and J) are outlined in table 3. Detailed specifications of the two
instruments, including the formulas which describe the relationships can be found in
appendix D.
Table 3: An overview of the specifications of the two instruments used for testing. For a
detailed account of the specifications, see appendix D.

Pitch (P)
Timbre (T)
Volume (V)

Range
Input controls
Range
Input controls
Range
Input controls

Simple instrument
233 Hz (Bb) – 880 Hz (A)
W
200 Hz – 2200 Hz
N
0 - 156
J

Complex instrument
233 (Bb) – 880Hz (A)
W&N
200 Hz – 2200 Hz
N&J
0 – 156
W&J

Stimuli
Stimuli for the research were developed according to the findings of study one. Study
one found that in a musical performance, rhythmic changes in pitch, volume and
timbre occur within the context of a defined musical structure. Furthermore, it found
that the performance was shaped by material and style. To reflect this, the target
stimuli used were monophonic melody passages from published pieces of classical
music.
Study one found that performers decomposed musical structure into phrases which
run across bars. To reflect this, four-bar extracts of the classical pieces were used
for study two. Hunt, Wanderley and Paradis (2003) found an interaction between the
effects of mapping complexity and task difficulty on accuracy. In order to explore any
interactions, study two used graded compositions: grade one and grade three pieces
from the 2008-2011 violin syllabus of the Associated Board of the Royal Schools of
Music (ABRSM).
Although the task difficulty variable only had two levels, four target stimuli were used.
This was to counteract the influence of learning effects on the mapping complexity
variable: if the same grade one target, for example, had been used for both the
simple and complex instruments, participants would have had more time to prepare
and rehearse the piece when performing it using the second instrument. The pieces
used are shown in table 4.
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Table 4: An overview of the stimuli used for study two.

Stimuli
Code
A1
A3
B1
B3

Title

Composer

Grade

Fanfare
Lady Hudson’s Puffe
Tango
Rumba

M. Corrette
J. Dowland
H. Burgoyne
M. Rose

1
3
1
3

Extract
(bars)
1-4
1-4
1-4
3-6

Tempo
70 bpm
51 bpm
70 bpm
80 bpm

The instrument-stimulus groupings and the order of their presentation were
systematically varied to account for order effects. The presentation schedules are
shown in table 5. Two additional participants were used as spares but their data was
not included in the analysis.
Table 5: Stimuli presentation schedule for study two.

Performance 1
Performance 2
Performance 3
Performance 4
Group Condition Stimulus Condition Stimulus Condition Stimulus Condition Stimulus
1(n=3)
S1
A1
S3
A3
C1
B1
C3
B3
2 n=3)
S1
B1
S3
B3
C1
A1
C3
A3
3(n=3)
C1
A1
C3
A3
S1
B1
S3
B3
4(n=3)
C1
B1
C3
B3
S1
A1
S3
A3

For each piece, a number of stimulus items were prepared. Study one found that
preparation was a significant factor in shaping the delivery of a performance and
that, for some performers, access to the score was an important part of that
preparation. The musical score for each piece was prepared with the target
passages outlined clearly in red ink. See figure 5.

Figure 5: An example of the highlighted score presented to participants during study two. The
target part is shown on the top stave, the piano accompaniment part is shown on the two
staves below.

Several aural stimuli were prepared. Study one found that the relationship between
the melody and accompaniment was an important factor in shaping the delivery of a
performance. Professionally produced accompaniments and exemplar performances
are provided with the published ABRSM syllabus. These recordings were used
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alongside additional programmed elements to produce the following aural stimuli for
each piece;
•
•

•

The violin and piano exemplar performances.
A programmed ‘target’ version of the four bar violin part played using the
sound of the Wiimote. For MIDI representations of the stimuli, see appendix
E.
A quantized version of the exemplar violin and piano performance repeated
eight times. This was used as an accompaniment during the performances.

Study one found that rhythm was a key propety of the sound in a musical
performance. All aural stimuli were synchronised to a metronome and presented
using Ableton Live. The metronome was not audible during recordings, but each
recording was preceeded by a metronome count in.
Measures
Performance accuracy was recorded automatically. To explore whether there was a
subjective difference in the experience of using an instrument with simple mapping
as compared to using an instrument with complex mapping, a questionnaire was
used. The questionnaire asked participants to indicate the extent to which they
agreed to a series of statements using a simple Likert scale. The data was indicative
only and was not analysed using formal statistical procedures. An example of the
questionnaire and responses can be found in appendix F.
Procedure
The research was conducted at a facility in Central London with sessions lasting one
hour each. When participants arrived they were greeted at reception and asked to
read an information sheet and complete a consent form. Copies of these can be
found in appendix A.
Participants were invited into the research room and asked to take a seat. The
researcher explained that they were taking part in a study looking at interfaces
designed for musical expression. They were told that they would be given two
different versions of an instrument based on the Nintendo Wii controller and that they
would be given some time to familiarise themselves with each instrument.
They were told that they would be asked to perform two 4-bar pieces of music using
each version of the instrument (four pieces in total) and would be given some time to
prepare and rehearse each of the pieces in advance. Study one found that the
pressure of being in a performance environment shaped the delivery of a
performance. Participants were told that performances were being recorded in order
to simulate that pressure to some extent.
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The researcher explained that three gestures would have an effect on the sound; the
three gestures were demonstrated. Participants were also told that three sound
parameters would be affected (pitch, volume and timbre) and that the relationship
between the gestures and the sound parameters would be different for the two
instruments.
The Wii controller was then configured for the first instrument and handed to the
participant. They were told that they could stand or sit and hold the controllers
however they liked. They were given up to five minutes to explore the instrument.
Once participants indicated that they were ready to try the first piece, or after five
minutes had elapsed, they were handed the first score. A music stand was provided
and participants were invited to set this up however they liked. The three aural
preparations were played to the participants. The exemplar violin and piano
performance was played first. The target Wii instrument performance was played
second, and participants were told that they were aiming to recreate this
performance as closely as possible. Finally, the programmed piano and violin
accompaniment was played, and participants were told that they would be playing
along to this during the recorded performance.
Study one found that preparation was a key factor in shaping the delivery of a
performance. Participants were given up to eight minutes from the time the score
was presented to prepare and rehearse the piece. They were told that they could
listen to any of the three audio preparations during this time by asking the researcher
to play them as required.
When participants indicated that they were ready to record the performance, or after
eight minutes had elapsed, the recording phase began. Participants were told that
they would hear a one bar metronome count-in before the accompaniment started
and reminded that they were being recorded. When participants indicated that they
were ready, the recording was started and the metronome count-in began. The
accompaniment part was repeated eight times and participants’ performances were
recorded.
Once the first piece had been recorded, the score for the second piece was
presented and the procedure was repeated. Once both pieces had been recorded
using the first instrument, participants were asked to complete the questionnaire for
that instrument and the Wii controllers were configured for the second instrument.
The entire procedure was repeated for the second instrument. A timeline of the
session is shown in figure 6.
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Figure 6: The session timeline for study two. Rec1, 2, 3 and 4 were the performance
recordings. Q1 and Q2 were the evaluative questionnaires.

Once all four pieces had been recorded, and both questionnaires had been
completed, participants were thanked for their time and given their incentive.
For each performance, the values W, N and J (as described above) were recorded in
Ableton Live. Pitch, volume and timbre data were sampled by re-playing the
recordings. Values were sampled at a rate of 500Hz which generated a total of
219294 data points per variable per participant across all four recordings. Data was
exported to an Access database. This procedure was also performed on the target
performance.
To calculate Deviation-from-Target (DT) for each data point, the recorded value was
subtracted from the target value and the sign was removed. Data points with a target
volume of zero were excluded from pitch and timbre analyses: if there was no pitch
or timbre target to hit (i.e., volume = 0) it was not possible to calculate DT. The
average DT for each variable in each bar was then calculated for each participant.
This data set was used for all subsequent analyses.

4.2 Results
Before detailed statistical analysis of the data was conducted, normalised mean
Deviation-from-Target (DTn) was calculated for each variable in each condition to
get a sense of the overall level of accuracy for each. The means and standard
deviations are shown in table 6 and presented graphically in figure 7.
Table 6: Mean and standard deviation for DTn for each variable in each condition.

Pitch
Volume
Timbre
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Simple instrument
Grade One (S1)
0.029
sd 0.016
0.178
sd 0.180
0.45
sd 0.136

Grade Three (S3)
0.036
sd 0.014
0.175
sd 0.135
0.398
sd 0.115

Complex instrument
Grade One (C1)
0.036
sd 0.022
0.206
sd 0.125
0.375
sd 0.11

Grade Three (C3)
0.049
sd 0.024
0.222
sd 0.127
0.233
sd 0.074

1.0

0.8

0.6
DTn

Pitch
0.4

Volume
Timbre

0.2

0.0

Grade One

Grade Three

Grade One

Simple Instrument

Grade Three

Complex Instrument

Figure 8: Graph showing DTn for each variable in each experimental condition. Error bars
indicate one standard deviation.

This data shows that across conditions,
conditions that DTn was lower for pitch,
pitch (S1=0.029,
S2=0.036, C1=0.036, C3=0.049) than for either volume (S1=0.178, S3=0.175,
C1=0.206, C3=0.222) or timbre (S1=0.45, S3=0.398, C1=0.375,, C3=0.233).
C3=0.2
It also
shows that DTn for volume was lower than for timbre across conditions.
conditions Some trends
can also be seen.. For both pitch and volume, DTn was lower for the simple
instrument than for the complex instrument and for pitch, DTn was lower for grade
one than for grade three pieces.
pie
Conversely, DTn for timbre was lower for the
complex instrument than the simple instrument and also lower for grade three
pieces. These trends were
ere explored further using variable specific scales. Results
are presented in the following sections.
sections
Pitch
The mean Deviation-from-Target
Target Pitch (DTp) in semitones was
w calculated for each
participant in each condition. The data was tested for normality using a series of Q-Q
Q
Plots and these can be found in appendix G.. To test hypotheses H1, H2 and H3,
means and standard deviations were calculated and these are shown in table 7 and
presented graphically in figure 9. Differences in means were tested for significance
using a 2*2 Repeated Measures ANOVA. The SPSS output from the analysis can be
found in appendix G.
Table 7: Mean and standard deviation for DTp in each condition.

Simple Instrument
Complex Instrument
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Grade One
0.675
0.839

sd 0.192
sd 0.211

Grade Three
0.834
1.132

sd 0.214
sd 0.314

This data shows that DTp was lower for the simple instrument conditions (S1=0.675,
sd 0.192; S3=0.834, sd 0.214)
0.214 than for the complex instrument conditions
(C1=0.839, sd 0.211;; C3=1.132, sd 0.314). This difference wass significant,
significant F(1,11)
7.414, P=0.02. As a result, H1 was accepted: the mapping configuration of the
instrument had a significant effect on pitch accuracy. The direction of the effect was
that participants were more accurate with the simple instrument than with the
complex instrument. It is interesting to note that in all conditions except C3,
participantss were on average within one semitone of the target pitch. This is
testament to the skill and the professionalism
professional
of the participants.
1.2
1.1
1.0
DTp 0.9

Simple
Instrument

0.8

Complex
Instrument

0.7
0.6
Grade One

Grade Three

Figure 9:: Graph to show mean DTp in each condition.

DTp was also lower for grade one conditions than grade three conditions. Again, the
difference was significant, F(1,11) 50.322,, P<0.001. As a result, H2 was accepted:
the difficulty of the task had a significant effect on pitch accuracy. The direction of the
t
effect wass that participants were more accurate on easy tasks than on difficult tasks.
There was no significant interaction between the effects,
effects F(1,11) 1.701,
1.701 P=0.219.
There
here is insufficient evidence to reject
reject the null hypothesis and H3 was
wa not accepted.
That is to say, there was no significant interaction between the effect of mapping
configuration and the effect of task
tas difficulty on pitch accuracy.
Participants were also asked to indicate how well they felt they could stay in tune
with the two instruments.
ents. The distribution of responses is shown in fig 10. The trend
agrees with the quantitative analysis: scores
scores for the simple instrument were
we generally
higher than for the complex instrument.
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Count of participants

7
6
5
Simple

4

Complex

3

Linear (Simple)

2

Linear (Complex)
1
0
1

3
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Score
Fig 10: Participants were asked to indicate the extent to which they agreed with the statement
“I felt that I could use the instrument to stay in tune”. 1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree.
This graph shows the frequency of responses for each instrument.

Volume
The mean Deviation-from-Target
Target Volume (DTv) was calculated for each participant
in each condition. The data was tested for normality using a series of Q-Q
Q Plots and
these can be found in appendix G. To
o test hypotheses H4, H5 and H6,
H6 means and
standard deviations
ns were calculated and these are shown in table 8 and presented
graphically in figure 11.. Differences in means were tested for significance using a
2*2 Repeated Measures ANOVA. The SPSS output from the analysis can be found
in appendix G.
Table 8: Mean and standard deviation for DTv in each condition.

Simple Instrument
Complex Instrument

Grade One
27.8
32.1

sd 27.3
sd 18.3

Grade Three
27.3
34.7

sd 17.6
sd 17.6

DTv was lower for the simple instrument conditions (S1=27.8, sd 27.3;
27.3 S3=27.3, sd
17.6)) than for the complex instrument conditions (C1=32.1, sd 18.3;; C3=34.7, sd
17.6). The difference was not significant,
significant F(1,11) 0.271,, P=0.613. H4 was not
accepted. For the complex instrument, CTv was lower for the grade one
performances than the grade three
thre performances,, while for simple instrument the
values were similar. The difference was not significant, F(1,11) 0.318, P=0.584. H5
was not accepted. There was no significant interaction, F(1,11) 0.507, P=0.491. H6
was not accepted. In summary, mapping strategy
ategy and task difficulty did not have a
significant effect on volume accuracy and there was no significant interaction
between the effects.
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Figure 11: Graph to show mean DTp in each condition.

Participants were also asked to indicate how well they felt they could control volume
with the two instruments. The distribution of responses is shown in fig 12. The trend
agrees with the differences in DTv and also in DTn: scores for the simple instrument
were generally higher, but overall the scores were lower than those for pitch.
pitch
9

Count of participants

8
7
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5

Simple

4

Complex

3

Linear (Simple)

2

Linear (Complex)

1
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1

2

3
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Fig 12:: Participants were asked to indicate the extent to which they agreed with the statement
“I felt that I could use the instrument to control volume of the sound”. 1 = strongly disagree, 5
= strongly agree. This graph shows the frequency of responses for each instrument.

Timbre
The mean Deviation-from-Target
Target Timbre (DTt) in Hertz was calculated for each
participant in each condition. The data was tested for normality using
using a series of Q-Q
Q
Plots and these can be found in appendix G. To test hypotheses H7, H8 and H9,
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means and standard deviations were calculated and these are shown in table 9 and
presented graphically in figure 13.. Differences in means were tested for significance
sign
using a 2*2 Repeated Measures ANOVA. The SPSS output from the analysis can be
found in appendix G.
Table 9: Mean and standard deviation for DTt in each condition.

Simple Instrument
Complex Instrument

Grade One
889
749

sd 204
sd 142

Grade Three
796
465

sd 231
sd 146

DTt was lower for the complex instrument conditions (C1=749, sd 142;
142 C3=465, sd
146)) than for the simple instrument conditions (S1=889, sd 204;; S3=796, sd 231).
The difference was significant F(1,11)
F
22.658,, P=0.001. H7 was accepted: the
mapping configuration of the instrument had a significant effect on timbre accuracy.
The direction of the effect was that participants were more accurate with the complex
instrument than with the simple instrument.
DTt was also lower for grade
ade-three conditions than grade-one
one conditions. Again, the
difference was significant, F(1,11) 19.721,, P=0.001. As a result, H8 was accepted:
the difficulty of the task had a significant effect on timbre accuracy. The direction of
the effectt was that participants were more accurate on difficult tasks than on easy
tasks.
There was no significant interaction between the effects, F(1,11) 3.311, P=0.096.
There was insufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis and H9 was not
accepted. That is to say, there was no significant interaction between the effect of
mapping configuration and the effect of task difficulty on timbre accuracy.
1000
900
800
DTt 700

Simple
Instrument

600

Complex
Instrument

500
400
Grade One

Grade Three

Figure 13: Graph to show mean DTt in each condition.
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Participants were also asked to indicate how well they felt they could stay in tune
with the two instruments. The distribution
istribution of responses is shown in fig XX. The trend
contradicts the quantitative analysis: scores for the simple instrument were generally
higher than for the complex instrument. In fact, half of the participants gave the
simple instrument a score of four or higher, while more than two thirds of the
participants gave the complex instrument a score of two or less.
8

Count of participants

7
6
5
Simple

4

Complex

3

Linear (Simple)

2

Linear (Complex)

1
0
1

2

3

4

5

Score

Fig 14: Participants were asked to indicate the extent to which they agreed with the statement
“I felt that I could use the instrument to control the timbre of the sound”.
”. 1 = strongly disagree,
5 = strongly agree. This graph shows the frequency of responses for each instrument.

The
he findings for timbre are awkward to say the least. They seem to suggest that
while it was easier to control pitch with the simple instrument, it was easier to control
timbre with the complex instrument. However, this analysis is not supported by
participants’ feedback or by the relative differences in accuracy across parameters
shown by DTn.. It is also contrary to an anecdotal observation made by the
researcher: that participants were so focused on staying in tune and in time during
performances that they more-or-less
more
disregarded the timbre target. These
Thes findings
were analysed further.
In order to reflect a finding of study one, that changes
cha
in timbre are
re often rhythmic,
the timbre target for each piece modulated in time with the
the metronome. For the
grade one pieces, the timbre targets
target were broad and slow moving. For the grade
three pieces, the timbre targets
target were quicker (See appendix E).. An unfortunate
consequence was that if timbre (T) remained constant, DTt was lower for gradegrad
three pieces than grade-one
one pieces. This was confirmed by calculating mean DTt for
T=1200. For grade-one
one pieces it was 458 while for grade three pieces, it was 377.
Furthermore, operational disregard for timbre resulted in different average timbres
acrosss instruments. For example, when using the simple instrument participants
often held the Nunchuck in way that made it comfortable to control volume, this
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bass
timbre. By contrast, with
ith the complex
resulted in a fairly constant bass-heavy
instrument, the timbre moved around as it responded to gestures which were
intended to control the pitch and volume. The average timbre for the simple
instrument across all trials was 493, while for the complex instrument it was 880.
Using these values as constants for T, mean DTt
Tt was higher for the simple average
(794), than the complex average (511). The data for timbre was interpreted as
reflecting these additive effects. This interpretation is supported by differences in
DTn,, subjective feedback, and anecdotal observations.
Engagement
Participants were also asked to indicate how engaging they found the instruments
instrument to
play. The distribution of responses is shown in fig 14. The trend suggests that
participants found the simple instrument marginally more engaging to use than the
complex instrument.
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Complex
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Figure 14: Participants were asked to indicate the extent to which they agreed with the
statement “I found the instrument engaging and would
would like to use it in the future”.
future 1 = strongly
disagree, 5 = strongly agree. This graph shows the
the frequency of responses for each
instrument.

4.3 Discussion
Study two presented the findings of empirical research into the effect of mapping
configuration and task difficulty on accuracy during musical performances.
performance The
design of the research was guided by an analysis of rich ethnographic data
presented in study one. Participants manipulated important sound
ound parameters within
the context of realistic musical structures.. Participants were given time to prepare,
and performances were delivered and recorded in a controlled environment.
environment
Objective measurements of accuracy for each parameter were captured and
analysed using commonly accepted statistical tests.
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The research found that participants were able to control pitch significantly more
accurately when using an interface with a simple one-to-one mapping configuration
than one with a complex many-to-many configuration. This contradicts earlier
research by Hunt, Wanderley and Paradis (2003), which found that complex
mappings supported more accurate performances. This would suggest that rather
than ‘hiding’ pitch behind combinations of inputs, designers should make
transparent, autonomous control of pitch a priority when designing interfaces for
musical expression.
The research also found that participants were able to control pitch significantly more
accurately when completing easy tasks than difficult ones, regardless of the mapping
configuration. Again, this contradicts findings reported by Hunt and his colleagues.
They found that as tasks became more difficult, performance improved with complex
mappings.
Results for volume were inconclusive. Trends were in the same direction as those for
pitch, but results were not significant. Neither mapping configuration nor task
difficulty had a significant effect on the accuracy of the volume during performances.
Control of timbre was found to be significantly less accurate during performances
delivered with the simple instrument than those delivered with the complex
instrument. Similarly, timbre deviated further from target during easy tasks than
during difficult tasks. These findings were interpreted as reflecting artefacts of the
experimental design. This interpretation was justified through an analysis of the
materials and supported by analysis of relative levels of accuracy across
parameters, subjective scores provided by participants, and anecdotal observations.
This is a limitation of the study which could be addressed in future research.
The differences between the findings reported here and the findings reported by
Hunt and his colleagues demonstrate the importance of context in evaluating
interfaces for musical expression. Chapter two of this report questioned whether
listen-copy tasks could produce valid results. The findings of this research suggest
that they cannot. Simplifying tasks to isolate variables for study undermines
conclusions drawn from the research. Wanderley et al (2000) used tasks in which
participants applied to vibrato to an arbitrary tone. The research presented in this
report suggests that stripping musical activities down to such granular components
compromises the findings of the research.
This research has shown that it is possible to capture at least some of the essence
of a musical performance and still generate data suitable for formal statistical
analysis. This could have applications in the more informal evaluation styles
described earlier (e.g., Lyons, Haehnel and Tetsutani, 2003). It would be possible,
for example, to use the data gathering and analysis techniques described in study
two in a real performance context. This would allow researchers and designers to
combine rich qualitative feedback from performers with objective statistical analyses
to guide the design process.
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The research presented in this report also suggests that when an interface is
explored in the context of musical activities, simple one-to-one mappings can be as
engaging as complex mappings. Again, this contradicts the findings of Hunt and his
colleagues that complex mappings are more engaging. The interface is only part of
what makes an experience engaging. Perhaps without context, overly simple,
transparent musical interfaces do become boring quickly; however during musical
performances it could be the task itself which is engaging. Study one found that
technique is about working within the constraints of the equipment to deliver a
performance; perhaps simple constraints generate more engaging techniques. This
is an interesting finding that could be explored further.
An interesting anecdotal observation regarding technique was made during the
sessions. When using the complex instrument, participants had two options for
controlling pitch. They could change the rotation of the Nunchuck or the rotation of
the Wiimote. Two distinct techniques emerged for mastering this situation. Several
participants used one or other of the controllers to make coarse adjustments (e.g., to
jump between octaves), and used the other controller to make finer adjustments at
the semitone level. Other participants made continuous simultaneous fine
adjustments to both controllers.
There are two interesting points to make about this. Firstly, it shows that having
established musical context, other components of the performance situation as
described in study one emerged quickly. Secondly, it shows that while the approach
used in study two was developed to investigate parameter mapping, it could be used
to study many aspects of the performance. Brumby et al (2007) used lateral
deviation in a driving paradigm to study strategies for switching to a secondary task.
The approach developed here could be used to study strategies for preparing,
rehearsing and performing music. It could also be used to study how the constraints
described in study one shape performance at gestural level. For example, Pertaub,
Slater and Barker (2002) studied the effect of a ‘virtual’ audience on anxiety levels
during a public speaking task. The approach developed here could be used to study
the ‘audience effect’ in musical performance at a gestural level.
The research was not without methodological limitations. As noted above, the design
of the task stimuli was such that timbre deviation varied systematically across
conditions for constant timbre values. This interacted with different user ‘strategies’
for disregarding timbre with the two instruments. These problems would need to be
addressed in further research. Study one found that style was an important factor in
shaping the delivery of a performance. This study used pieces which could be
described as ‘classical’; however, participants commented on performance
differences between a fanfare, a rumba and a tango. Again this would need to be
addressed for future research.
The design of the instruments could also be refined for future research. For example,
the complex instrument used a combination of weighting inputs (for timbre and
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volume) and adding inputs and limiting outputs (for pitch) to control the range and
mapping relationships (see appendix D). In retrospect, a complex instrument where
input combinations are added and outputs are limited may have been more effective.
This section discussed the findings of study two with reference to literature described
in earlier chapters, and the findings of study one. It has explored some of the
implications and methodological limitations of the research. It has also highlighted
areas where research in the field could be expanded in future.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION
This report has presented two studies which used very different methodologies to
investigate parameter mapping in interfaces for musical expression. The first was a
rich ethnographic study which explored the real-world complexity of a musical
performance. It found that performers control sound properties expressively within
defined musical structures and argued that the delivery of a performance is shaped
by the material, style, equipment, technique, preparation, and performance
environment. Study two was an empirical study which revisited earlier research into
parameter mapping in light of these findings. It used objective measures of accuracy
to question the validity of guidelines based on earlier research. It found that control
of pitch should be largely transparent and autonomous rather than ‘hidden’ behind
combinations of inputs.
The research also made several interesting methodological developments. It
confirmed that through a detailed analysis of performer activities, it is possible to
identify the important elements of a musical performance. It also presented a
methodology for isolating and measuring these elements without compromising the
musical context of the activity. Furthermore, it demonstrated that failing to account
for these factors can significantly affect the outcome of research into interfaces for
musical expression. This suggests that future research should account for these
factors both in the design of tasks and in the measurement of performance. It is
important to conduct scientifically rigorous research to inform the design of interfaces
for musical expression. The research presented in this report suggests that it is
possible to develop musically meaningful tasks which can be used in such research,
and measure performance on those tasks objectively to reach reliable conclusions
and produce valid design recommendations.
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Appendix A: Ethics
Consent form used in both studies

Informed Consent Form for Participants
(This form is to be completed independently by the participant after reading the Information Sheet and/or
having listened to an explanation about the research.)

Title of Project:

Evaluation Of Input Devices Designed To Support Musical Activities
Using HCI Methodology

This study has been approved by the UCL Research
Ethics Committee [Project ID Number]:

Participant’s Statement
I …………………………………………......................................
agree that I have


read the information sheet and/or the project has been explained to me orally;



had the opportunity to ask questions and discuss the study;



received satisfactory answers to all my questions or have been advised of an individual to
contact for answers to pertinent questions about the research and my rights as a
participant and whom to contact in the event of a research-related injury.

I understand that extracts from my data may be reported in the researcher’s thesis and
potentially academic publications and that in either case confidentiality and anonymity will be
maintained and it will not be possible to identify me. I understand that I am free to withdraw
from the study without penalty if I so wish and I consent to the processing of my personal
information for the purposes of this study only and that it will not be used for any other purpose.
I understand that such information will be treated as strictly confidential and handled in
accordance with the provisions of the Data Protection Act 1998.

Signed:

Date:

Investigator’s Statement
I ……………………………………………………………………..
confirm that I have carefully explained the purpose of the study to the participant and outlined
any reasonably foreseeable risks or benefits (where applicable).
Signed:
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Date:

Information sheet for study two
Title of Project: Evaluation of input devices designed to support musical activities using HCI
methodology.
This study has been approved by the UCL Research Ethics Committee [Project ID Number]:
Name, Address and Contact Details of Investigators:
David Loughlin
XXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXXXXX
We would like to invite you to participate in this research project. You should only participate if you
want to; choosing not to take part will not disadvantage you in any way. Before you decide whether
you want to take part, it is important for you to read the following information carefully and discuss it
with others if you wish. Ask us if there is anything that is not clear or you would like more information.
This research project aims to develop a rich understanding of how professional and semi-professional
musicians and DJs use technology during their performances. There is a particular focus on the way
that parameters are manipulated in real-time during a performance.
Your participation, will involve completing a series of tasks using a number of devices designed to
support musical activities. The tasks will take place in a controlled environment and sessions will be
recorded for later analysis. An example of a task that you might be asked to perform is to learn to play
a short melody on a device. At the end of the session, you will be asked to complete two short
performances.
It is up to you to decide whether or not to take part. If you choose not to participate it will involve no
penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. If you decide to take part you will be
given this information sheet to keep and be asked to sign a consent form. If you decide to take part
you are still free to withdraw at any time and without giving a reason.
All data will be collected and stored in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998.
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Information Sheet for study one
Title of Project: Evaluation of input devices designed to support musical activities using HCI
methodology.
This study has been approved by the UCL Research Ethics Committee [Project ID Number]:
Name, Address and Contact Details of Investigators:
David Loughlin
XXXXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXXXX
We would like to invite you to participate in this research project. You should only participate if you
want to; choosing not to take part will not disadvantage you in any way. Before you decide whether
you want to take part, it is important for you to read the following information carefully and discuss it
with others if you wish. Ask us if there is anything that is not clear or you would like more information.
This research project aims to develop a rich understanding of how professional and semi-professional
musicians and DJs use technology during their performances. There is a particular focus on the way
that parameters are manipulated in real-time during a performance. Your participation, will involve a
semi-structured interview and a video recording of one of your performances.
It is up to you to decide whether or not to take part. If you choose not to participate it will involve no
penalty or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. If you decide to take part you will be
given this information sheet to keep and be asked to sign a consent form. If you decide to take part
you are still free to withdraw at any time and without giving a reason.
All data will be collected and stored in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998.
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Appendix B: Contextual activity template
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Appendix C: Technical setup
In order to use the data streams generated by the Wiimote to control a set of
synthesis parameters, a PC laptop (Intel Core Duo 1.8GHz, 2GB RAM) was used.
Connected to the laptop were a USB Bluetooth dongle (Nexus BT2.1) and a USB
audio interface (EMU 0202). The laptop was running a series of applications which
converted the Wiimote data streams through a number of protocols into an audio
signal. The laptop was also running applications which allowed information about
participants’ gestures to be recorded for later analysis.
The Wiimote reports its data using the standard Bluetooth Human Input Device (HID)
protocol and it was essential that the data streams were reliably picked up by the
host PC. During initial testing, the Bluetooth software and drivers supplied with the
USB dongle were found to be unreliable: the Nunchuck’s accelerometer data kept
dropping out. In order to address this, BlueSoleil 6 software and drivers were used
and these were found to provide the necessary stability.
Although the Wiimote reports its data using the standard Bluetooth HID protocol, the
output format is not compatible with standard HID drivers. In order to use the
Wiimote with a PC, software must be used to convert the Wiimote data into a useful
format. This was achieved using Glove Programmable Input Emulator (GlovePIE).
GlovePIE allows users to write scripts which convert standard HID data into bespoke
data streams. It is commonly used by gamers to support novel input devices.
The GlovePIE script used for the current study converted Wiimote data streams into
Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) data streams. The three data streams
used for testing were converted into MIDI continuous controller (cc) data according
to following specification: W=cc10 (0-127); N=cc21 (0-127); J=cc23 (0-127).
An internal MIDI patching driver called MIDI Yoke was used to transfer the data
generated by GlovePIE to other applications. GlovePIE outputs MIDI data to the
default Windows MIDI music playback device. By setting this to MIDI Yoke channel
1, any application which recognises MIDI ports and is configured to receive data
from MIDI Yoke channel 1, will receive data directly from GlovePIE.
Using MIDI Yoke, the GlovePIE MIDI output was patched to a Digital Audio
Workstation (DAW) application called Ableton Live. Live was selected because of its
excellent integration with Max/MSP in the form of MaxForLive. Ableton Live was also
used to program and host all of the testing stimuli and to record participant gestures
synchronised to testing stimuli in the form of MIDI data.
Max/MSP is a programming environment for music and multimedia. It allows
musicians, researchers and visual artists to build ‘patches’ which generate and
manipulate streams of different types of data. Two Max/MSP patches were
developed which converted the three streams of MIDI cc data (integers between 0
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and 127) into an audio signal. The audio signal had three properties: pitch, volume
and timbre. The patches were developed according to different specifications such
that one had a simple mapping of cc-to-audio
cc
property and one had
ad a complex
mapping of cc-to-audio
audio property. These are discussed in further detail below. The
completed instruments were adapted for MaxForLive, a version of Max/MSP which
runs within the Ableton Live environment.
A visual representation of the flow of data
data between devices and applications can be
seen in diagram below.
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Appendix D: Instrument specifications
Simple instrument
For the simple instrument, pitch was controlled by the rotation of the Wiimote (W).
Pitch was calculated by first converting W into a MIDI note number. In the MIDI
protocol each note is represented by a number between 0 and 127, with middle C
having the value 60. The range of the instrument was determined by the material
used as testing stimuli: the lowest note in the range (58 or Bb) was the lowest note
from the four target passages and the highest note in the range (81 or A) was the
highest from the four target passages.
Pitch was tempered to the Helmholtz scale. The Helmholtz scale describes the 12
note chromatic scale used in Western music. In order to convert W into an integer
MIDI note, the following formula was used;
  


 23 
  58
127

Each note in the Helmholtz scale describes a particular frequency. For example,
middle C is 261.62Hz. In order to convert M into the correct frequency, the following
formula was used, where M was equal to MW;
  !" 

8.175798 1.0594633(

The value P was patched to the frequency control of an oscillator which generated a
saw-tooth wave at a sample rate of 44100 Hz. A saw-tooth wave was used because
of the harmonics generated above the fundamental pitch.
The signal was patched to the input of a low-pass filter which was used to control the
timbre of the sound. A low-pass filter attenuates the frequency spectrum above a
specified cut-off point. It is also possible to amplify the frequencies around the
specified cut-off point using a resonance control (resonance was fixed at 0.8). By
applying a low-pass filter, it was possible to remove harmonics and amplify
frequencies around the cut-off point thereby allowing participants to control the
timbre of the sound.
For the simple instrument, the cut-off frequency in hertz (C) was controlled by the
rotation of the Nunchuck controller (N). The following formula was applied to the
signal;
)!  !" )*
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  200
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The output of the filter was patched to the input of a volume control. For the simple
instrument, volume was controlled by the x position of the Nunchuck’s joystick
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control (J). The Nunchuck joystick rights itself to the centre position and following
initial tests it was decided that the centre position should equate to zero volume and
both extremes to full volume. Max/MSP measures volume on a scale 0–156. Volume
was calculated according to the following formula;
+,!- .+/ 0

 1157 2

23 4 5 63.5 6
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Complex instrument
Initially, the specifications for the complex instrument were derived through an
analysis of the mapping strategies used by Hunt and Wanderley (2002). However,
following initial tests, it was clear that the level of precision was insufficient with the
Wiimote. There are several possible reasons for this: their design used four gesture
parameters to control four sound parameters (stereo position was the additional
parameter); their mapping strategy required one gesture parameter to constantly
changing (rate of change was used to control volume). In order to ensure that the
focus of the current study was the mapping strategy, the simple instrument was
adopted so that its mapping was complex.
For the complex instrument, pitch was controlled by Wiimote rotation (W) and the
Nunchuck rotation (N). W was used to set the pitch and N was used to shift the pitch
up or down one octave within the specified range. The two values were used to
generate a MIDI note number according to the following formula;
  

*
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The value M was used to generate a frequency for pitch using the same formula as
that used in the simple instrument, where M was equal to MWN.
The signal was patched to the input of a low-pass filter. For the complex instrument,
the cut-off frequency in hertz (C) was controlled by the x-axis of the Nunchuck
joystick (J) and the rotation of the Nunchuck controller (N). The two gesture
parameters were weighted such that N had a greater impact on the timbre than the
J. The following formula was applied to the signal;
)!  !" .)*/ 0

0.8  0.2 A23 4 5 63.5
 12000 1
127
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The output of the filter was patched to the input of a volume control. For the complex
instrument, volume was controlled by the x-axis of the Nunchuck’s joystick control (J)
and the rotation of the Wiimote (W). The two parameters were weighted such that J
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had a greater impact on the volume than W. The following formula was applied to the
signal;
+,!- .+ / 0

0.2  0.8 A23 4 5 63.5 6 B
 C157 1
8D
127

The outputs of both the simple and complex instruments were patched to Ableton
Live where they were treated with some mild compression to prevent clipping, and
some light reverb to improve the aesthetic quality of the sound. The settings for
these treatments remained constant across conditions.
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Appendix E: MIDI representations of the target stimuli used in
study two.
These images show MIDI representations of the stimuli used. Time is plotted on the
x-axis. The black dots are the target notes, their relative position indicates the pitch;
notes shown higher were higher in pitch. Where a note is present, target volume was
equal to 156; where a note was not present, target volume was equal to zero. The
red shaded area shows the sweep of the timbre.
A1

A3

B1

B3
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Appendix F: Questionnaire used in study two
Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Agree

I felt that my existing musical skills and
knowledge of music theory were helpful
when using the instrument.

I felt that I could use the instrument to
stay in tune.

I felt that I could use the instrument to
stay in time.

I felt that I could use the instrument to
control the timbre of the sound.

I felt that I could use the instrument to
control the volume of the sound.

During the preparation stages, I felt that
I could prepare and rehearse gestures
that would produce reliable results.

During the performance stages, I felt
confident that I could use the gestures I
had prepared to perform the passages.

I found the instrument engaging and
would like to use it in the future.
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Frequency distribution of responses
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Complex

Simple

Complex

Simple

Complex

Simple

Complex

Simple

Complex

Q8

Simple

Q7

Complex

Q6

Simple

Q5

Complex

Q4

Simple

Q3

Complex

1
2
3
4
5

Q2

Simple

Q1

0
0
2
3
9

0
0
0
7
7

0
1
1
7
5

0
3
5
3
3

0
0
2
2
10

0
1
0
4
9

2
2
3
5
2

3
7
4
0
0

1
8
3
1
1

4
6
4
0
0

0
0
2
7
5

0
2
4
6
2

0
2
3
5
4

0
3
2
6
3

0
2
1
6
5

1
2
2
7
2

Appendix G: SPSS Output
Pitch Q-Q Plots
PPLOT
/VARIABLES=SOne SThree COne CThree
/NOLOG
/NOSTANDARDIZE
/TYPE=Q-Q
/FRACTION=BLOM
/TIES=MEAN
/DIST=NORMAL.

PPlot

Notes
Output Created

02-Sep-2010 17:25:40

Comments
Input

Data

C:\Files\2. Academic\HCI-E\Project\10.
Analysis\Phase
Two\SPSS\PitchDataRM2.sav

Active Dataset

DataSet1

Filter

<none>

Weight

<none>

Split File

<none>

N of Rows in Working Data

12

File

Missing Value Handling

Date

<none>

Definition of Missing

User-defined missing values are treated
as missing.

Cases Used

For a given sequence or time series
variable, cases with missing values are
not used in the analysis. Cases with
negative or zero values are also not
used, if the log transform is requested.
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Syntax

PPLOT
/VARIABLES=SOne SThree COne
CThree
/NOLOG
/NOSTANDARDIZE
/TYPE=Q-Q
/FRACTION=BLOM
/TIES=MEAN
/DIST=NORMAL.

Resources

Use

Processor Time

0:00:03.672

Elapsed Time

0:00:03.829

From

First observation

To

Last observation

Time Series Settings (TSET) Amount of Output
Saving New Variables

PRINT = DEFAULT
NEWVAR = CURRENT

Maximum Number of Lags in MXAUTO = 16
Autocorrelation or Partial
Autocorrelation Plots
Maximum Number of Lags

MXCROSS = 7

Per Cross-Correlation Plots
Maximum Number of New

MXNEWVAR = 60

Variables Generated Per
Procedure
Maximum Number of New

MXPREDICT = 1000

Cases Per Procedure
Treatment of User-Missing

MISSING = EXCLUDE

Values
Confidence Interval

CIN = 95

Percentage Value
Tolerance for Entering

TOLER = .0001

Variables in Regression
Equations
Maximum Iterative Parameter CNVERGE = .001
Change
Method of Calculating Std.

ACFSE = IND

Errors for Autocorrelations
Length of Seasonal Period
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Unspecified

Variable Whose Values Label Unspecified
Observations in Plots
Equations Include

CONSTANT

[DataSet1] C:\Files\2. Academic\HCI-E\Project\10. Analysis\Phase
Two\SPSS\PitchDataRM2.sav

Model Description

Series or Sequence

Distribution

Model Name

MOD_1

1

SOne

2

SThree

3

COne

4

CThree

Transformation

None

Non-Seasonal Differencing

0

Seasonal Differencing

0

Length of Seasonal Period

No periodicity

Standardization

Not applied

Type

Normal

Location

estimated

Scale

estimated

Fractional Rank Estimation

Blom's

Method
Rank Assigned to Ties

Mean rank of tied values

Applying the model specifications from MOD_1

Case Processing Summary
SOne
Series or Sequence Length

SThree

COne

CThree

12

12

12

12

Number of Missing Values in User-Missing

0

0

0

0

the Plot

0

0

0

0

The cases are unweighted.
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System-Missing

Estimated Distribution Parameters
SOne
Normal Distribution

Location
Scale

The cases are unweighted.

SOne
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SThree

COne

CThree

.67486

.83361

.83858

1.13183

.192078

.213601

.211167

.313731

SThree

76

77

COne

78

79

CThree

80

81

Pitch ANOVA
GLM SOne SThree COne CThree
/WSFACTOR=Instrument 2 Polynomial Grade 2
Polynomial
/METHOD=SSTYPE(3)
/PLOT=PROFILE(Grade*Instrument)
/PRINT=DESCRIPTIVE
/CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05)
/WSDESIGN=Instrument Grade
Instrument*Grade.

General Linear Model

Notes
Output Created
Comments
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02-Sep-2010 17:52:26

Input

Data

C:\Files\2. Academic\HCI-E\Project\10.
Analysis\Phase
Two\SPSS\PitchDataRM2.sav

Active Dataset

DataSet1

Filter

<none>

Weight

<none>

Split File

<none>

N of Rows in Working Data

12

File
Missing Value Handling

Definition of Missing

User-defined missing values are treated
as missing.

Cases Used

Statistics are based on all cases with
valid data for all variables in the model.

Syntax

GLM SOne SThree COne CThree
/WSFACTOR=Instrument 2
Polynomial Grade 2 Polynomial
/METHOD=SSTYPE(3)
/PLOT=PROFILE(Grade*Instrument)
/PRINT=DESCRIPTIVE
/CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05)
/WSDESIGN=Instrument Grade
Instrument*Grade.

Resources

Processor Time

0:00:00.484

Elapsed Time

0:00:00.531

[DataSet1] C:\Files\2. Academic\HCI-E\Project\10. Analysis\Phase
Two\SPSS\PitchDataRM2.sav

Within-Subjects Factors
Measure:MEASURE_1
Instrum

Dependent

ent

Grade

1

1

SOne

2

SThree

1

COne

2

CThree

2
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Variable

Descriptive Statistics
Mean

Std. Deviation

N

SOne

.67486

.192078

12

SThree

.83361

.213601

12

COne

.83858

.211167

12

1.13183

.313731

12

CThree

b

Multivariate Tests
Effect
Instrument

Grade

Value

Hypothesis df

Pillai's Trace

.403

7.414

a

1.000

Wilks' Lambda

.597

7.414

a

1.000

Hotelling's Trace

.674

7.414

a

1.000

Roy's Largest Root

.674

7.414

a

1.000
1.000

Pillai's Trace

.821

50.322

a

Wilks' Lambda

.179

50.322

a

1.000

50.322

a

1.000

4.575

50.322

a

1.000

.134

1.701

a

1.000

1.701

a

1.000
1.000
1.000

Hotelling's Trace

4.575

Roy's Largest Root
Instrument * Grade

F

Pillai's Trace
Wilks' Lambda

.866

Hotelling's Trace

.155

1.701

a

Roy's Largest Root

.155

1.701

a

a. Exact statistic
b. Design: Intercept
Within Subjects Design: Instrument + Grade + Instrument * Grade
b

Multivariate Tests
Effect
Instrument

Grade
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Error df

Sig.

Pillai's Trace

11.000

.020

Wilks' Lambda

11.000

.020

Hotelling's Trace

11.000

.020

Roy's Largest Root

11.000

.020

Pillai's Trace

11.000

.000

Instrument * Grade

Wilks' Lambda

11.000

.000

Hotelling's Trace

11.000

.000

Roy's Largest Root

11.000

.000

Pillai's Trace

11.000

.219

Wilks' Lambda

11.000

.219

Hotelling's Trace

11.000

.219

Roy's Largest Root

11.000

.219

b. Design: Intercept
Within Subjects Design: Instrument + Grade + Instrument * Grade

b

Mauchly's Test of Sphericity
Measure:MEASURE_1
a

Approx. ChiWithin Subjects Effect

Mauchly's W

Square

df

Sig.

Instrument

1.000

.000

0

.

Grade

1.000

.000

0

.

Instrument * Grade

1.000

.000

0

.

Tests the null hypothesis that the error covariance matrix of the orthonormalized
transformed dependent variables is proportional to an identity matrix.
a. May be used to adjust the degrees of freedom for the averaged tests of
significance. Corrected tests are displayed in the Tests of Within-Subjects Effects
table.
b. Design: Intercept
Within Subjects Design: Instrument + Grade + Instrument * Grade
b

Mauchly's Test of Sphericity
Measure:MEASURE_1

Epsilon

a

GreenhouseWithin Subjects Effect

Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

Instrument

1.000

1.000

1.000

Grade

1.000

1.000

1.000

Instrument * Grade

1.000

1.000

1.000
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Tests the null hypothesis that the error covariance matrix of the
orthonormalized transformed dependent variables is proportional to an
identity matrix.
a. May be used to adjust the degrees of freedom for the averaged tests of
significance. Corrected tests are displayed in the Tests of Within-Subjects
Effects table.
b. Design: Intercept
Within Subjects Design: Instrument + Grade + Instrument * Grade

Tests of Within-Subjects Effects
Measure:MEASURE_1
Type III Sum of
Source
Instrument

Error(Instrument)

Grade

Error(Grade)

Instrument * Grade

Error(Instrument*Grade)
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Squares

df

Mean Square

Sphericity Assumed

.640

1

.640

Greenhouse-Geisser

.640

1.000

.640

Huynh-Feldt

.640

1.000

.640

Lower-bound

.640

1.000

.640

Sphericity Assumed

.950

11

.086

Greenhouse-Geisser

.950

11.000

.086

Huynh-Feldt

.950

11.000

.086

Lower-bound

.950

11.000

.086

Sphericity Assumed

.613

1

.613

Greenhouse-Geisser

.613

1.000

.613

Huynh-Feldt

.613

1.000

.613

Lower-bound

.613

1.000

.613

Sphericity Assumed

.134

11

.012

Greenhouse-Geisser

.134

11.000

.012

Huynh-Feldt

.134

11.000

.012

Lower-bound

.134

11.000

.012

Sphericity Assumed

.054

1

.054

Greenhouse-Geisser

.054

1.000

.054

Huynh-Feldt

.054

1.000

.054

Lower-bound

.054

1.000

.054

Sphericity Assumed

.351

11

.032

Greenhouse-Geisser

.351

11.000

.032

Huynh-Feldt

.351

11.000

.032

Lower-bound

.351

11.000

.032

Tests of Within-Subjects Effects
Measure:MEASURE_1
Source

F

Instrument

Grade

Instrument * Grade

Sig.

Sphericity Assumed

7.414

.020

Greenhouse-Geisser

7.414

.020

Huynh-Feldt

7.414

.020

Lower-bound

7.414

.020

Sphericity Assumed

50.322

.000

Greenhouse-Geisser

50.322

.000

Huynh-Feldt

50.322

.000

Lower-bound

50.322

.000

Sphericity Assumed

1.701

.219

Greenhouse-Geisser

1.701

.219

Huynh-Feldt

1.701

.219

Lower-bound

1.701

.219

Tests of Within-Subjects Contrasts
Measure:MEASURE_1
Instrume

Type III Sum of

Source

nt

Grade

Squares

df

Mean Square

Instrument

Linear

.640

1

.640

Error(Instrument)

Linear

.950

11

.086

Grade

Linear

.613

1

.613

Error(Grade)

Linear

.134

11

.012

Instrument * Grade

Linear

Linear

.054

1

.054

Error(Instrument*Grade)

Linear

Linear

.351

11

.032

Tests of Within-Subjects Contrasts
Measure:MEASURE_1
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Instrume
Source

nt

Instrument

Linear

Grade
Instrument * Grade

Linear

Grade

F

Sig.

7.414

.020

Linear

50.322

.000

Linear

1.701

.219

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Measure:MEASURE_1
Transformed Variable:Average
Type III Sum of
Source
Intercept
Error

Profile Plots
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Squares

df

Mean Square

36.308

1

36.308

1.046

11

.095

F
381.770

Sig.
.000

Volume Q-Q Plots
PPLOT
/VARIABLES=SOne SThree COne CThree
/NOLOG
/NOSTANDARDIZE
/TYPE=Q-Q
/FRACTION=BLOM
/TIES=MEAN
/DIST=NORMAL.

PPlot

Notes
Output Created

02-Sep-2010 21:03:41

Comments
Input
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Active Dataset

DataSet0

Filter

<none>

Weight

<none>

Split File

<none>

N of Rows in Working Data

12

File

Missing Value Handling

Date

<none>

Definition of Missing

User-defined missing values are treated
as missing.

Cases Used

For a given sequence or time series
variable, cases with missing values are
not used in the analysis. Cases with
negative or zero values are also not
used, if the log transform is requested.

Syntax

PPLOT
/VARIABLES=SOne SThree COne
CThree
/NOLOG
/NOSTANDARDIZE
/TYPE=Q-Q
/FRACTION=BLOM
/TIES=MEAN
/DIST=NORMAL.

Resources

Use

Processor Time

0:00:04.625

Elapsed Time

0:00:04.797

From

First observation

To

Last observation

Time Series Settings (TSET) Amount of Output
Saving New Variables

PRINT = DEFAULT
NEWVAR = CURRENT

Maximum Number of Lags in MXAUTO = 16
Autocorrelation or Partial
Autocorrelation Plots
Maximum Number of Lags

MXCROSS = 7

Per Cross-Correlation Plots
Maximum Number of New

MXNEWVAR = 60

Variables Generated Per
Procedure
Maximum Number of New

MXPREDICT = 1000

Cases Per Procedure
Treatment of User-Missing

MISSING = EXCLUDE

Values
Confidence Interval
Percentage Value
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CIN = 95

Tolerance for Entering

TOLER = .0001

Variables in Regression
Equations
Maximum Iterative Parameter CNVERGE = .001
Change
Method of Calculating Std.

ACFSE = IND

Errors for Autocorrelations
Length of Seasonal Period

Unspecified

Variable Whose Values Label Unspecified
Observations in Plots
Equations Include

CONSTANT

[DataSet0]

Model Description

Series or Sequence

Distribution

Model Name

MOD_1

1

SOne

2

SThree

3

COne

4

CThree

Transformation

None

Non-Seasonal Differencing

0

Seasonal Differencing

0

Length of Seasonal Period

No periodicity

Standardization

Not applied

Type

Normal

Location

estimated

Scale

estimated

Fractional Rank Estimation

Blom's

Method
Rank Assigned to Ties

Mean rank of tied values

Applying the model specifications from MOD_1

Case Processing Summary

91

SOne
Series or Sequence Length

SThree

COne

CThree

12

12

12

12

Number of Missing Values in User-Missing

0

0

0

0

the Plot

0

0

0

0

System-Missing

The cases are unweighted.

Estimated Distribution Parameters
SOne
Normal Distribution

Location
Scale

The cases are unweighted.

SOne
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SThree

COne

CThree

27.82833

27.33208

32.06567

34.65342

27.253677

17.647973

18.308937

17.567322

93

SThree

94

95

COne

96

97

CThree

98

99

Volume ANOVA
GLM SOne SThree COne CThree
/WSFACTOR=Instrument 2 Polynomial Grade 2
Polynomial
/METHOD=SSTYPE(3)
/PLOT=PROFILE(Grade*Instrument)
/PRINT=DESCRIPTIVE
/CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05)
/WSDESIGN=Instrument Grade
Instrument*Grade.

General Linear Model

Notes
Output Created
Comments
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02-Sep-2010 21:09:40

Input

Active Dataset

DataSet0

Filter

<none>

Weight

<none>

Split File

<none>

N of Rows in Working Data

12

File
Missing Value Handling

Definition of Missing

User-defined missing values are treated
as missing.

Cases Used

Statistics are based on all cases with
valid data for all variables in the model.

Syntax

GLM SOne SThree COne CThree
/WSFACTOR=Instrument 2
Polynomial Grade 2 Polynomial
/METHOD=SSTYPE(3)
/PLOT=PROFILE(Grade*Instrument)
/PRINT=DESCRIPTIVE
/CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05)
/WSDESIGN=Instrument Grade
Instrument*Grade.

Resources

Processor Time

0:00:00.500

Elapsed Time

0:00:00.515

[DataSet0]

Within-Subjects Factors
Measure:MEASURE_1
Instrum

Dependent

ent

Grade

1

1

SOne

2

SThree

1

COne

2

CThree

2

Variable

Descriptive Statistics
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Mean

Std. Deviation

N

SOne

27.82833

27.253677

12

SThree

27.33208

17.647973

12

COne

32.06567

18.308937

12

CThree

34.65342

17.567322

12

b

Multivariate Tests
Effect
Instrument

Grade

Instrument * Grade

Value

F

Hypothesis df

Pillai's Trace

.024

.271

a

1.000

Wilks' Lambda

.976

.271

a

1.000

Hotelling's Trace

.025

.271

a

1.000

Roy's Largest Root

.025

.271

a

1.000

Pillai's Trace

.028

.318

a

1.000

Wilks' Lambda

.972

.318

a

1.000

Hotelling's Trace

.029

.318

a

1.000

Roy's Largest Root

.029

.318

a

1.000

Pillai's Trace

.044

.507

a

1.000

Wilks' Lambda

.956

.507

a

1.000

Hotelling's Trace

.046

.507

a

1.000

Roy's Largest Root

.046

.507

a

1.000

a. Exact statistic
b. Design: Intercept
Within Subjects Design: Instrument + Grade + Instrument * Grade
b

Multivariate Tests
Effect
Instrument

Grade
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Error df

Sig.

Pillai's Trace

11.000

.613

Wilks' Lambda

11.000

.613

Hotelling's Trace

11.000

.613

Roy's Largest Root

11.000

.613

Pillai's Trace

11.000

.584

Wilks' Lambda

11.000

.584

Hotelling's Trace

11.000

.584

Roy's Largest Root

11.000

.584

Instrument * Grade

Pillai's Trace

11.000

.491

Wilks' Lambda

11.000

.491

Hotelling's Trace

11.000

.491

Roy's Largest Root

11.000

.491

b. Design: Intercept
Within Subjects Design: Instrument + Grade + Instrument * Grade

b

Mauchly's Test of Sphericity
Measure:MEASURE_1
a

Approx. ChiWithin Subjects Effect

Mauchly's W

Square

df

Sig.

Instrument

1.000

.000

0

.

Grade

1.000

.000

0

.

Instrument * Grade

1.000

.000

0

.

Tests the null hypothesis that the error covariance matrix of the orthonormalized
transformed dependent variables is proportional to an identity matrix.
a. May be used to adjust the degrees of freedom for the averaged tests of
significance. Corrected tests are displayed in the Tests of Within-Subjects Effects
table.
b. Design: Intercept
Within Subjects Design: Instrument + Grade + Instrument * Grade
b

Mauchly's Test of Sphericity
Measure:MEASURE_1

Epsilon

a

GreenhouseWithin Subjects Effect

Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

Instrument

1.000

1.000

1.000

Grade

1.000

1.000

1.000

Instrument * Grade

1.000

1.000

1.000

Tests the null hypothesis that the error covariance matrix of the
orthonormalized transformed dependent variables is proportional to an
identity matrix.
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a. May be used to adjust the degrees of freedom for the averaged tests of
significance. Corrected tests are displayed in the Tests of Within-Subjects
Effects table.
b. Design: Intercept
Within Subjects Design: Instrument + Grade + Instrument * Grade

Tests of Within-Subjects Effects
Measure:MEASURE_1
Type III Sum of
Source
Instrument

Error(Instrument)

Grade

Error(Grade)

Instrument * Grade

Error(Instrument*Grade)
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Squares

df

Mean Square

Sphericity Assumed

400.808

1

400.808

Greenhouse-Geisser

400.808

1.000

400.808

Huynh-Feldt

400.808

1.000

400.808

Lower-bound

400.808

1.000

400.808

Sphericity Assumed

16250.375

11

1477.307

Greenhouse-Geisser

16250.375

11.000

1477.307

Huynh-Feldt

16250.375

11.000

1477.307

Lower-bound

16250.375

11.000

1477.307

Sphericity Assumed

13.123

1

13.123

Greenhouse-Geisser

13.123

1.000

13.123

Huynh-Feldt

13.123

1.000

13.123

Lower-bound

13.123

1.000

13.123

Sphericity Assumed

454.401

11

41.309

Greenhouse-Geisser

454.401

11.000

41.309

Huynh-Feldt

454.401

11.000

41.309

Lower-bound

454.401

11.000

41.309

Sphericity Assumed

28.533

1

28.533

Greenhouse-Geisser

28.533

1.000

28.533

Huynh-Feldt

28.533

1.000

28.533

Lower-bound

28.533

1.000

28.533

Sphericity Assumed

619.331

11

56.303

Greenhouse-Geisser

619.331

11.000

56.303

Huynh-Feldt

619.331

11.000

56.303

Lower-bound

619.331

11.000

56.303

Tests of Within-Subjects Effects
Measure:MEASURE_1
Source

F

Instrument

Grade

Instrument * Grade

Sig.

Sphericity Assumed

.271

.613

Greenhouse-Geisser

.271

.613

Huynh-Feldt

.271

.613

Lower-bound

.271

.613

Sphericity Assumed

.318

.584

Greenhouse-Geisser

.318

.584

Huynh-Feldt

.318

.584

Lower-bound

.318

.584

Sphericity Assumed

.507

.491

Greenhouse-Geisser

.507

.491

Huynh-Feldt

.507

.491

Lower-bound

.507

.491

Tests of Within-Subjects Contrasts
Measure:MEASURE_1
Instrume

Type III Sum of

Source

nt

Grade

Squares

df

Mean Square

Instrument

Linear

400.808

1

400.808

Error(Instrument)

Linear

16250.375

11

1477.307

Grade

Linear

13.123

1

13.123

Error(Grade)

Linear

454.401

11

41.309

Instrument * Grade

Linear

Linear

28.533

1

28.533

Error(Instrument*Grade)

Linear

Linear

619.331

11

56.303

Tests of Within-Subjects Contrasts
Measure:MEASURE_1
Instrume
Source

nt

Instrument

Linear

Grade
Instrument * Grade
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Linear

Grade

F

Sig.
.271

.613

Linear

.318

.584

Linear

.507

.491

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Measure:MEASURE_1
Transformed Variable:Average
Type III Sum of
Source
Intercept
Error

Profile Plots
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Squares

df

Mean Square

44563.838

1

44563.838

1354.353

11

123.123

F
361.946

Sig.
.000

Timbre Q-Q Plots
PPLOT
/VARIABLES=SOne SThree COne CThree
/NOLOG
/NOSTANDARDIZE
/TYPE=Q-Q
/FRACTION=BLOM
/TIES=MEAN
/DIST=NORMAL.

PPlot

Notes
Output Created

02-Sep-2010 21:40:48

Comments
Input

Data

C:\Files\2. Academic\HCI-E\Project\10.
Analysis\Phase Two\SPSS\TimData.sav

Active Dataset

DataSet1

Filter

<none>

Weight

<none>

Split File

<none>

N of Rows in Working Data

12

File

Missing Value Handling

Date

<none>

Definition of Missing

User-defined missing values are treated
as missing.

Cases Used

For a given sequence or time series
variable, cases with missing values are
not used in the analysis. Cases with
negative or zero values are also not
used, if the log transform is requested.

Syntax

PPLOT
/VARIABLES=SOne SThree COne
CThree
/NOLOG
/NOSTANDARDIZE
/TYPE=Q-Q
/FRACTION=BLOM
/TIES=MEAN
/DIST=NORMAL.

Resources
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Processor Time

0:00:03.641

Elapsed Time
Use

0:00:03.642

From

First observation

To

Last observation

Time Series Settings (TSET) Amount of Output

PRINT = DEFAULT

Saving New Variables

NEWVAR = CURRENT

Maximum Number of Lags in MXAUTO = 16
Autocorrelation or Partial
Autocorrelation Plots
Maximum Number of Lags

MXCROSS = 7

Per Cross-Correlation Plots
Maximum Number of New

MXNEWVAR = 60

Variables Generated Per
Procedure
Maximum Number of New

MXPREDICT = 1000

Cases Per Procedure
Treatment of User-Missing

MISSING = EXCLUDE

Values
Confidence Interval

CIN = 95

Percentage Value
Tolerance for Entering

TOLER = .0001

Variables in Regression
Equations
Maximum Iterative Parameter CNVERGE = .001
Change
Method of Calculating Std.

ACFSE = IND

Errors for Autocorrelations
Length of Seasonal Period

Unspecified

Variable Whose Values Label Unspecified
Observations in Plots
Equations Include

CONSTANT

[DataSet1] C:\Files\2. Academic\HCI-E\Project\10. Analysis\Phase
Two\SPSS\TimData.sav

Model Description

Series or Sequence
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Model Name

MOD_2

1

SOne

Distribution

2

SThree

3

COne

4

CThree

Transformation

None

Non-Seasonal Differencing

0

Seasonal Differencing

0

Length of Seasonal Period

No periodicity

Standardization

Not applied

Type

Normal

Location

estimated

Scale

estimated

Fractional Rank Estimation

Blom's

Method
Rank Assigned to Ties

Mean rank of tied values

Applying the model specifications from MOD_2

Case Processing Summary
SOne
Series or Sequence Length

SThree

COne

CThree

12

12

12

12

Number of Missing Values in User-Missing

0

0

0

0

the Plot

0

0

0

0

System-Missing

The cases are unweighted.

Estimated Distribution Parameters
SOne
Normal Distribution

Location
Scale

The cases are unweighted.

SOne
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SThree

COne

CThree

899.10558

795.65208

749.97117

465.48325

203.711430

231.207445

142.291177

145.784271
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SThree

111

112

COne

113

114

CThree

115
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Timbre ANOVA
GLM SOne SThree COne CThree
/WSFACTOR=Instrument 2 Polynomial Grade 2
Polynomial
/METHOD=SSTYPE(3)
/PLOT=PROFILE(Grade*Instrument)
/PRINT=DESCRIPTIVE
/CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05)
/WSDESIGN=Instrument Grade
Instrument*Grade.

General Linear Model

Notes
Output Created
Comments
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02-Sep-2010 21:42:47

Input

Data

C:\Files\2. Academic\HCI-E\Project\10.
Analysis\Phase Two\SPSS\TimData.sav

Active Dataset

DataSet1

Filter

<none>

Weight

<none>

Split File

<none>

N of Rows in Working Data

12

File
Missing Value Handling

Definition of Missing

User-defined missing values are treated
as missing.

Cases Used

Statistics are based on all cases with
valid data for all variables in the model.

Syntax

GLM SOne SThree COne CThree
/WSFACTOR=Instrument 2
Polynomial Grade 2 Polynomial
/METHOD=SSTYPE(3)
/PLOT=PROFILE(Grade*Instrument)
/PRINT=DESCRIPTIVE
/CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05)
/WSDESIGN=Instrument Grade
Instrument*Grade.

Resources

Processor Time

0:00:00.500

Elapsed Time

0:00:00.531

[DataSet1] C:\Files\2. Academic\HCI-E\Project\10. Analysis\Phase
Two\SPSS\TimData.sav

Within-Subjects Factors
Measure:MEASURE_1
Instrum

Dependent

ent

Grade

1

1

SOne

2

SThree

1

COne

2

CThree

2
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Variable

Descriptive Statistics
Mean

Std. Deviation

N

SOne

899.10558

203.711430

12

SThree

795.65208

231.207445

12

COne

749.97117

142.291177

12

CThree

465.48325

145.784271

12

b

Multivariate Tests
Effect
Instrument

Grade

Value

Hypothesis df

Pillai's Trace

.673

22.658

a

1.000

Wilks' Lambda

.327

22.658

a

1.000

Hotelling's Trace

2.060

22.658

a

1.000

Roy's Largest Root

2.060

22.658

a

1.000

19.721

a

1.000

.358

19.721

a

1.000

1.793

19.721

a

1.000

19.721

a

1.000
1.000

Pillai's Trace

.642

Wilks' Lambda
Hotelling's Trace
Roy's Largest Root
Instrument * Grade

F

1.793

Pillai's Trace

.231

3.311

a

Wilks' Lambda

.769

3.311

a

1.000

3.311

a

1.000

3.311

a

1.000

Hotelling's Trace

.301

Roy's Largest Root

.301

a. Exact statistic
b. Design: Intercept
Within Subjects Design: Instrument + Grade + Instrument * Grade
b

Multivariate Tests
Effect
Instrument

Grade
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Error df

Sig.

Pillai's Trace

11.000

.001

Wilks' Lambda

11.000

.001

Hotelling's Trace

11.000

.001

Roy's Largest Root

11.000

.001

Pillai's Trace

11.000

.001

Wilks' Lambda

11.000

.001

Instrument * Grade

Hotelling's Trace

11.000

.001

Roy's Largest Root

11.000

.001

Pillai's Trace

11.000

.096

Wilks' Lambda

11.000

.096

Hotelling's Trace

11.000

.096

Roy's Largest Root

11.000

.096

b. Design: Intercept
Within Subjects Design: Instrument + Grade + Instrument * Grade

b

Mauchly's Test of Sphericity
Measure:MEASURE_1
a

Approx. ChiWithin Subjects Effect

Mauchly's W

Square

df

Sig.

Instrument

1.000

.000

0

.

Grade

1.000

.000

0

.

Instrument * Grade

1.000

.000

0

.

Tests the null hypothesis that the error covariance matrix of the orthonormalized
transformed dependent variables is proportional to an identity matrix.
a. May be used to adjust the degrees of freedom for the averaged tests of
significance. Corrected tests are displayed in the Tests of Within-Subjects Effects
table.
b. Design: Intercept
Within Subjects Design: Instrument + Grade + Instrument * Grade
b

Mauchly's Test of Sphericity
Measure:MEASURE_1

Epsilon

a

GreenhouseWithin Subjects Effect

Geisser

Huynh-Feldt

Lower-bound

Instrument

1.000

1.000

1.000

Grade

1.000

1.000

1.000

Instrument * Grade

1.000

1.000

1.000
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Tests the null hypothesis that the error covariance matrix of the
orthonormalized transformed dependent variables is proportional to an
identity matrix.
a. May be used to adjust the degrees of freedom for the averaged tests of
significance. Corrected tests are displayed in the Tests of Within-Subjects
Effects table.
b. Design: Intercept
Within Subjects Design: Instrument + Grade + Instrument * Grade

Tests of Within-Subjects Effects
Measure:MEASURE_1
Type III Sum of
Source
Instrument

Error(Instrument)

Grade

Error(Grade)

Instrument * Grade

Error(Instrument*Grade)
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Squares

df

Mean Square

Sphericity Assumed

689194.816

1

689194.816

Greenhouse-Geisser

689194.816

1.000

689194.816

Huynh-Feldt

689194.816

1.000

689194.816

Lower-bound

689194.816

1.000

689194.816

Sphericity Assumed

334584.819

11

30416.802

Greenhouse-Geisser

334584.819

11.000

30416.802

Huynh-Feldt

334584.819

11.000

30416.802

Lower-bound

334584.819

11.000

30416.802

Sphericity Assumed

451495.628

1

451495.628

Greenhouse-Geisser

451495.628

1.000

451495.628

Huynh-Feldt

451495.628

1.000

451495.628

Lower-bound

451495.628

1.000

451495.628

Sphericity Assumed

251834.892

11

22894.081

Greenhouse-Geisser

251834.892

11.000

22894.081

Huynh-Feldt

251834.892

11.000

22894.081

Lower-bound

251834.892

11.000

22894.081

Sphericity Assumed

98320.380

1

98320.380

Greenhouse-Geisser

98320.380

1.000

98320.380

Huynh-Feldt

98320.380

1.000

98320.380

Lower-bound

98320.380

1.000

98320.380

326601.218

11

29691.020

Sphericity Assumed

Greenhouse-Geisser

326601.218

11.000

29691.020

Huynh-Feldt

326601.218

11.000

29691.020

Lower-bound

326601.218

11.000

29691.020

Tests of Within-Subjects Effects
Measure:MEASURE_1
Source

F

Instrument

Grade

Instrument * Grade

Sig.

Sphericity Assumed

22.658

.001

Greenhouse-Geisser

22.658

.001

Huynh-Feldt

22.658

.001

Lower-bound

22.658

.001

Sphericity Assumed

19.721

.001

Greenhouse-Geisser

19.721

.001

Huynh-Feldt

19.721

.001

Lower-bound

19.721

.001

Sphericity Assumed

3.311

.096

Greenhouse-Geisser

3.311

.096

Huynh-Feldt

3.311

.096

Lower-bound

3.311

.096

Tests of Within-Subjects Contrasts
Measure:MEASURE_1
Instrume

Type III Sum of

Source

nt

Grade

Squares

df

Mean Square

Instrument

Linear

689194.816

1

689194.816

Error(Instrument)

Linear

334584.819

11

30416.802

Grade

Linear

451495.628

1

451495.628

Error(Grade)

Linear

251834.892

11

22894.081

Instrument * Grade

Linear

Linear

98320.380

1

98320.380

Error(Instrument*Grade)

Linear

Linear

326601.218

11

29691.020

Tests of Within-Subjects Contrasts
Measure:MEASURE_1
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Instrume
Source

nt

Instrument

Linear

Grade
Instrument * Grade

Linear

Grade

F

Sig.

22.658

.001

Linear

19.721

.001

Linear

3.311

.096

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Measure:MEASURE_1
Transformed Variable:Average
Type III Sum of
Source
Intercept
Error

Profile Plots
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Squares

df

Mean Square

2.541E7

1

2.541E7

587984.753

11

53453.159

F
475.332

Sig.
.000
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